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INTRODUCTION 
This handbook is for architects, contractors, builders, home economists and others who design 
kitchens utilizing factory-built cabinets. It supplements the Small Homes Council circulars C5.31, 
"Cabinet Space for the Kitchen," and C5.32, ccKitchen Planning Standards." The material which these 
publications present is based on research and has not previously been available in comprehensive form 
for factory-built cabinets. 
The text contains technical background material and describes the application of planning standards 
to actual kitchen assemblies. The handbook also includes 30 sheets of kitchen plans which provide 
satisfactory facilities in a minimum area under varying conditions of (1) room shape and size; (2) win-
dow and door locations; and (3) amount of storage space required. The book does not cover mechanical 
aspects of kitchen design, such as electrical wiring, plumbing and ventilating. 
The term cckitchen" in this handbook does not necessarily refer to a room, but refers to an area con-
taining the appliances, storage cabinets, counters and work area (free floor space) necessary to prepare 
and serve meals. In many homes the kitchen is treated as an individual room; in others, it is combined 
with related activities, such as dining, laundering, and sewing. Because of this, the plans shown are 
designed to be used not only as rooms, but also as parts of rooms which extend beyond the space re-
quired for the kitchen assembly. 
The kitchen plans show more storage cabinets than are found in many small homes today. They may, 
therefore, be liable to critiCism on the ground of extravagance, particularly since building costs often 
force a reduction in the size of the kitchen and the amount of equipment. However, the two factors of 
space and equipment must be balanced in order to achieve a well-planned, economical kitchen. There 
must be the right amount of cabinets in the right amount of space. Many kitchens today are uneconom-
ical because they sacrifice one factor completely to the other. 
Wasted floor space is highly extravagant when figured in terms of the square-foot cost of the house 
structure. It is a fault that seldom can be corrected. On the other hand, any deficiency in storage 
space can be easily corrected if the over-all kitchen space is properly planned for required equipment. 
The plans in th'is book prove that good kitchens can be provided in a small area if (1) the doors and 
windows, and (2) the equipment are properly located. Many kitchens waste a large proportion of their 
space because of haphazard placement of doors and windows or improper location of equipment. By 
careful planning, it is frequently possible to save enough in square-footage cost to pay for some of the 
recommended storage cabinets. 
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RESEARCH BACKGROUND 
Few parts of the home have bee.n subjected to more detailed investigation than the ~itchen, and few 
show less evidence of the application of research findings. 
A Small Homes Council analysis of kitchens in mass-produced houses showed that planning princi-
ples derived from research are not being generally applied to plans for s·mall houses. Many serious 
errors were found in a majority of the 103 plans studied.* In some cases, an acceptable kitchen design 
could have been made by the rearrangement or addition of equipment. In most cases, however, the 
errors were due to faulty architectural planning, such as the size and shape of the room, its location in 
the general house plan, and the placement of doors and windows -- errors which would require major 
structural revisions to correct. 
Kitchen planning research to date has for the most part been limited to studies of storage and 
assembly; architectural aspects of planning have been largely neglected. 
Storage and assembly studies have been concerned with: 
1. The best kinds of storage for articles used in the kitchen. Most of these studi~s have resulted 
in recommendations for custom-built cabinets with specialized functions. 
2. Work procedures to determine the best arrangement of equipment, working heights,and amounts of 
counter space needed. These have resulted in (1) a concept of ''work centers" grouped around 
the three major appliances (refrigerator, sink and range); and (2) recommended nshapes" of 
kitchen assemblies, such as the nu", the nL ", the corridor and the one-wall. Manufacturers of 
kitchen equipment have used these results in developing standardized cabinet units and improved 
appliances. 
With the above research standards, it is possible to design excellent kitchens, such as the ttmodel 
kitchens" which have been publicized by manufacturers and home magazines. However, little effort 
has been made in such kitchens to tie these standards in with space and cost requirements of a small 
home. 
The primary purpose of this study was to provide additional research which would produce good 
plans for small kitchens. 
* See SHC Circular C5.32, "Kitchen Planning Standards," p. 2. 
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OBJECTIVES OF THIS HANDBOOK 
Because of the continuing demand for moderate- and low-cost housing, the Small Homes Council 
has directed its study toward determining the smallest amount of floor space which can accommodate a 
complete kitchen assembly. "The assemblies shown in this handbook fulfill storage and planning 
requirements, and make use of factory-made cabinets and equipment. 
Space standards used in the assembly plans are based on (1) the Small Homes Council study of 
storage space requirements conducted by Helen E. McCullough; and (2) reports and data from previous 
research studies.* This information was analyzed and correlated to produce a consistent set of design 
standards. 
Since there is such a variety of house types and sizes, no one assembly -- whatever its size or 
shape -- will fit into every house plan. Therefore, this handbook presents a number of assemblies for 
spaces of varying dimensions with different door and window locations. 
* See footnotes, page 12. 
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PLANNING STANDARDS 
DOORS AND WINDOWS 
The location of doors and windows -- more than any other factor -- influences the arrangement of 
equipment in a kitchen.* Most kitchens have limited possibilities for door and window openings. The 
room may have one, two or (rarely) three exterior walls. This fixes the possible locations of doors and 
windows since the latter must obviously be on one of the exterior walls, and at least one door must be 
on an interior partition. 
Allowance has been made in each of the plans for at least two openings (or doors) -- one to the 
dining area and one to the service area. If the house plan requires that these openings be placed at 
opposite ends of the kitchen, a corridor assembly is the most economical from the standpoint of space. 
(See Sheet 2, Plan A.) If, however, these two openings 
are on adjacent walls, a broken-''U" assembly occupies 
the least space. (See Sheet 26, Plan A.) 
Kitchens should not have too many doors. Avoid 
door swings which conflict with the use of appliances 
or cabinets, or with other doors. 
The maximum window area possible in each 
arrangement is indicated on the plans and is based on 
an assumed window height of 3' - 6"; Any window 
widths in excess of the amount shown would sacri-
fice wall space needed for cabinet installations. 
In all plans, the window area is more than 10 per 
cent of the total floor area and, in most cases, is be-
tween 15 and 25 per cent. This is usually sufficient 
for good day1ighting. 
No research standards have yet been established 
for daylighting requirements of kitchens; consequently, 
these recommendations are based on observation. 
FHA minimum property requirements specify a window 
area of 10 per cent of the floor area. More daylighting 
than this is desirable. Wherever possible, the window 
area should be increased to at least 15 or 20 per cent. 
* See page 65 for index of basic room types as determined 
by common combinations of door and window locations. 
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Doors in this location, if proper-
ly swung, do not interfere with 
the use of equipment. 
Doors in corners take up wall 
space which could be better 
utilized for cabinets. 
Large, well-placed windows insure 
well-lighted counters. 
If in using a plan the window area must be reduced from the minimum shown in the plan, the design 
should be checked to be sure that the window area is not less than 10 per cent of the floor area. 
If any of the assemblies shown are a part of a larger housework area, additional windows should be 
provided in the area not occupied by the kitchen assembly. 
In cases where there is an exterior door, window area can be increased by the use of a glass panel 
in the door. 
Since the location of windows in the available wall space makes a great deal of difference in the 
placement of equipment, it is best to locate the windows after the equipment plan has been laid out. 
In remodeling a house this is often out of the question, and it is necessary to plan around the existing 
windows. 
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WORK CENTERS 
An assembly is a grouping of appliances, storage cabinets and counters to form a kitchen unit. 
This unit is composed of four "work centers" or areas of activity (mix, sink, range, serve) which 
represent the major work processes involved in preparing a meal. Whether or not the kitchen is delib-
erately planned to provide these centers, they always exist in the work processes. 
From the standpoint of efficiency, it is desirable to keep the centers as clearly-defined as possible 
in order that supplies can always be available at the point of first use. A well-defined center is one 
in which none of the supplies belonging to it are separated and assigned to cabinets in another part of 
the kitchen. 
Centers, which are closely related in function, appliance used or counter space needed, may some-
times be combined to save space. The most usual combinations ar_e those of mix-sink and range-serve. 
Centers may also be combined in other ways. For example: The mix center may occur alone, and the 
sink center may be combined with range-serve. 
In small kitchens where it is important to save space, it is often necessary to separate cabinets 
belonging to one center. This is not desirable, but if it cannot be avoided, the separated portion 
should be kept as close to the main part of the center as possible. 
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WORK CENTERS OF A KITCHEN 
SINK CENTER 
The sink center is used for dishwashing and for 
the preparation of foods which first require 
water. It contains storage space for foods 
which need soaking, washing or the addition 
of water; fruits and vegetables not requiring re-
frigeration; saucepans, coffeepot, teapot, double 
boiler, kettles and strainers; brushes and knives; 
d ishwashing and cleaning supplies; provision 
for food waste disposal. 
Dinnerware may be stored either at the sink 
where it is washed, or near the di ·ning area where 
it is used -- preferably near both places. 
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MIX CENTER 
The mix center is concerned with the activities 
of food preparation in which ingredients are com-
bined {such as for baked foods, salads and des-
serts). It contains storage space for mixing 
bowls and spoons, measuring cups, sifter, 
beater, grinder and rolling pin; baking pans 
.and casser-oles; foods used in mixing (sugar, 
flour, shortening, spices). The refrigerator, 
in which perishable foods are stored, is used 
at this center. 
WORK CENTERS OF A KITCHEN 
SERVE CENTER 
The serve center is concerned with the serving 
of food directly to the table. Unlike the other 
centers, it has no specific appliance but it is 
closely related to the range and sometimes to 
the refrigerator. It has storage space for elec-
trica I equipment, such as toaster and waffle 
iron; trays; foods which come ready-to-eat 
(cookies, cake, bread, crackers, jellies, pick-
les), 
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RANGE CENTER 
The range center is concerned with actual cook'-
ing processes. It has storage space for skillets, 
lids and saucepans which are used directly at· 
the range; stirring spoons, testing implements, 
ladle, turner, and potato masher; canned veg-
etables and foods used first with boi I ing water' 
(tea, coffee, raw cereals, macaroni). Serving 
dishes for hot food a I so may be stored here. 
SEQUENCE OF CENTERS 
The plans are designed around a sequence of work centers which normally progresses from right to 
left -- mix, sink, range and serve. This sequence saves work motions for a right-handed person. The 
sequence is obvious in "L" and "U" assemblies Any assembly, such as a corrid:)r or broken· 11U", 
which does not have a single un~roken line of equipment loses the sequence. 
In the · small kitchen, sequence is secondary to storage requirements and good natural lighting, and 
thus, neither of the latter two should be sacrificed to achieve 11 normal" sequence. 
Often the positions of the sink and range c:enters are reversed. Where this is possible, a variation 
of the basic plan is shown on a sepa~ate sheet (see the 11a" sheets). 
Dinnerware cabinets are in addition to cabinets of work centers. They are placed near either the 
sink or the dining area -- and, where possible, near both. 
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STORAGE SPACE 
Adequate storage space is the most important requirement for a good kitchen plan. \l'hether or not 
all the cabinets recommended are installed at the time the house is built or remodeled, space for these 
cabinets should be provided. 
The plans in this handbook are based on storage space requirements described in the Small Homes 
Council research circular C5.31, "Cabinet Space for the Kitchen," and are summarized in the charts 
bell)w. Storage requirements for combined centers plus dinnerware service for eight were used in the 
plans except in the case of isolated centers when requirements for individual centers were used. 
For relationship between the amount of storage space and the size of the family, see page 16. 
Wall cabinets in the plans are labeled according to center assignments in order to facilitate minor 
changes which may be necessary in adapting the plans to a specific house. For example: A window 
location in an actual house might not correspond exactly to that in a basic plan, thus making it neces-
sary to reduce the width of a wall cabinet adjacent to the window. The cabinet symbols give the de-
signer a basis for making up the deficiency in the most suitable location. 
COMBINED CENTERS PLUS DINNERWARE WERE USED IN THE PLANS 
TOTAL + 
Serve-Range Sink-Mix 
LIBERAL KITCHEN (Liberal supplies in ample space) 
Wall 30" 36'' s'· 6" + 
Base 48" 114" 13'· 6" 
MEDIUM KITCHEN(Liberal supplies in minimum space. Also limited supplies in ample space) 
Wall 24" 30" 4'-6" + 
Base 39" 93" 11~ 0" 
LIMITED KITCHEN(Limited supplies in minimum space) 
Wall 18" 
Base 33" 
24" 
69'' 
3'- 6" 
8'- 6" 
+ 
DINNERWARE 
(Service For 8} 
4' - o" 
4'- 0" 
3' . 6" 
*Storage space available under sink bowl amounts to 36 inches for liberal kitchens, 30 inches for medium, 
and 24 inches for I imited. These amounts are included in the sink center base requirements. 
Not all space in a 15-inch wall cabinet assigned to the sink center is used. When the sink center is 
combined with a center other than mix, a minimum cabinetr/rontage of 9 inches is allowed for sink storage for 
medium and I iberal kitchens, and 6 inches for I imited kitchens. 
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INDIVIDUAL CENTERS PLUS DINNERWARE WERE USED FOR ISOLATED CENTERS 
TOTAL + DINNERWARE 
Serve Range Sink* Mix 4 (or) 
Service For: 
6 lor) 8 (or) 12 
LIBERAL KITCHEN (Liberal supplies in ample space) 
Wall 27" 21" 15" 30" 7'. 9" + 2' -0" 3' -0" 4' -0" 6' -0" 
Base 30" 18" 78" 36" 13'. 6" 
-MEDIUM KITCHEN {Liberal supplies in minimum space. Also limited supplies in ample space) 
Wall 21" 15" 15" 24" 6'. 3" + 2' -0" 3' -0" 4' -0" 6' -0" 
Base 24" 15" 60"t 33"' 11'. o" 
LIMITED KITCHEN (Limited supplies in minimum space) 
Wall 15" 15" 15" 18" 5'- 3" + 1' -9" 2' -6" 3' -6" s· .o" 
Base 18" 15" 48" 21" 8'. 6" 
*Storage space available under sink bowl amounts to 36 inches for liberal kitchens, 30 inches for medium, 
and 24 inches for limited. These amounts are included in the sink center b.ase requirements. Not all space in 
a 15-inch wall cabinet assigned to the sink center is used {see "Cabinet Space for the Kitchen"). 
t For simplicity, the limited-ample storage requirements are given here for MEDIUM kitchens. These require· 
ments vary slightly from I iberal·minimum requirements, 66" being required for the sink center and 27" for the mix 
center in I iberal-minimum kitchens. 
NOTES ON THE CHARTS 
In the plans, storage space in the range is not counted toward storage requirements due to varia-
tions in ranges manufactured. If the range to be installed has a two.drawer (or two-shelf) storage 
section 18'' wide, the base cabinets may be reduced 18" in liberal kitchens or 15" in smaller kitchens. 
The one-shelf cabinets under the sink bowls fulfill storage requirements and are the maximum 
widths needed. Increasing these widths would only cut into the storage capacity provided by the 
adjacent base cabinets, which have 2 shelves and a drawer (or 3 drawers), and would necessitate an 
increase in the total amount of kitchen storage space. 
Over-refrigerator and over-range cabinets are not counted toward storage requirements because of 
their inaccessibility. The kitchen designer may provide such cabinets for "dead storage," according 
to his own judgment. Only the exposed frontage-- i.e., doors or drawers-- of a corner cabinet is 
counted. 
Utility cabinets for household cleaning equipment and supplies are not included since these items 
are not always stored in the kitchen. Utility cabinets are considered as special equipment. An un· 
reported study made by the Small Homes Council indicates that a cabinet 24" x 24" is the minimum for 
utility purposes. Such a cabinet should have a clear height of 60 inches for handles of cleaning equip-
ment (brooms, mops, carpet sweeper, vacuum cleaner). 
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COUNTERS 
Counter requirements must be sufficient to: 
(1) Accommodate the base cabinets required for kitchen storage. 
(2) Provide work surface for various functions of food preparation. 
Both of these conditions must be satisfied. The one requiring the most counter space should be used. 
Minimum amounts of counter as specified by base storage requirements can be obtained from the 
storage charts on pages 10 and 11. 
Minimum amounts of counters required for various functions* are: 
• 
• 
15 inches beside the refrigerator for setting out articles taken from it • 
36 inches at right of sink bowl for stacking dishes prior to washing . 
• 30 inches at left of sink bowl for draining and drying dishes. (This counter is not necessary 
if there is a dishwasher unit.) 
• 
• 
24 inches beside, or near, the range for setting out serving dishes or dinner plates. (This is 
in addition to the counter space -- 15 to 18 inches -- provided by a standard-sized range.) 
36 inches at some point in the assembly for mixing and for other food preparation. (This may 
be supplied by a table.) 
While the minimums required for various functions 
total 11 '-9", this figure cannot be taken as a standard for 
several reasons: (1) a counter usually fulfills more than 
one function; (2) the base cabinets needed for storage 
are usually the governing factor as to how much counter 
is provided; and (3) the turning of a corner in an uL"-
or a t«U"-shaped plan loses storage space but gains 
in counter space. 
With the exception of the 36 inches specified for 
mixing, all the other minimums for functional use are 
definitely located with relation to appliances. When 
centers are adjacent, these counters are usable for 
more than one purpose. This multiple use should never 
reduce the amount of counter to such a point that recom-
mended base cabinet requirements are cut. 
Four feet of wall space is unavail-
able when a kitchen assembly 
turns a corner. 
*Maud Wilson, Considerations in Planning Kitchen Cabinets, Oregon State College Agr. Exp. Sta. Bul. 445, 1947. 
·Also The Willamette Valley Farm Kitchen, Oregon State College Agr. Exp. Sta. Bul. 356, 1939. 
A Step-Saving "U" Kitchen, U. S. Dept. of Agr. Misc. Pub. 646, 1948. 
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SIZES OF APPLIANCES 
Allowances made for the over-all space occupied by appliances are based on the largest appliances 
commonly used in small homes, plus side margins needed for installation and use; i.e., margin needed 
for 90 ° door swing on refrigerator in corner. 
Allowances in the plans are: 
• Refrigerator -- 36 inches 
• Range -- 42 inches 
• Sink bowls* -- 36 inches for liberal kitchens 
30 inches for medium kitchens 
24 inches for limited kitchens 
Most plans can accommodate either a sink bowl set in a counter or a cabinet sink. Basic plans are 
shown where possible with cabinet sinks (the~e vary from 42 inches to 72 inches, in multiples of 
6 inches). Since research requirements were strictly adhered to, counter requirements to the right or 
left of the sink bowl prevented the use of cabinet sinks in sorr.e cases. 
The bowls drawn on the cabinet sinks are the same size as those used for sink bowls in counters. 
* Sizes of sink bowls in the plans are drawn to correspond to sizes of under-bowl cabinets established by 
storage requirements. 
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CLEARANCES FOR APPLIANCES 
Adequate space must be provided in front of cabinets and appliances for passageways and work 
area. Because the purpose of this handbook is to establish planning standards for kitchens to be used 
in many homes by many families, the space allowed for clearances in the plans are safe standards for 
general planning purposes. 
A clearance of 4' ·0 ''is allowed between cabinets or appliances* opposite each other. This dis-
tance is sufficient for two workers.t 
Clearances between cabinets at right angles to each other, but separated by a door or work area are 
at least 3'-0" (standard door width plus minimum casing); clearances for appliances in this position, 
4'·0 ". 
Recommended Clearances 
"'Installation frequently requires appliances to be set out a few inches from the wall. With a 4'-0" clearance, 
sufficient space is provided for the necessary set-out without cutting into the minimum space needed for working 
between fixed equipment-- i.e.,42 inches between front of sink bowl and front of range. 
t Maud Wilson, Considerations in Planning Kitchen Cabinets, Oregon State College, Agr. Exp. Sta. Bul. 445, 1947, 
p. 60. 
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DISTANCES BETWEEN APPLIANCES 
The distance between any two appliances is usually determined by the counter and storage require ... 
ments or by the necessary clearance between opposite rows of cabinets. Below are recommended 
limits* as measured from the center fronts of appliances: 
• Between refrigerator and sink -- 4 to 7 feet 
• Between sink and range -- 4 to 6 feet 
• Between range and refrigerator -- 4 to 9 feet 
The three distances between appliance~ usually form a "work triangle" which serves as a measure 
of the efficiency of the kitchen. The sum of these distances should not exceed 22 feet. Traffic 
through this work triangle interferes with meal preparation and thus should be avoided for a good pl,an. 
The kitchen above has well-defined centers arranged in normal se-
quence. Enough counter is provided to meet minimums needed for 
the various functions of food preparation as well as for storage 
requirements. The sum of the distances between appliances is 
21'-6". 
* These distances are based on a Small Homes Council analysis of kitchen plans which meet storage and counter 
requirements. This analysis showed that when distances were too small, counters were insufficient; that when _ 
distances were too great, either the proportion or the size of the room resulted in uneconomical use of space for 
the small house. It may be noted also that when distances are too great, the homemaker has to take many more 
steps in the preparation and serving of a meal. 
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INTRODUCTION TO PLANS 
THE BASIC PLANS 
The suggested basic kitchen plans in "this handbook are primarily layouts of various assemblies of 
different sizes and types. They are grouped according to types: corridor, "L ", "U" and broken-"U". 
• The "A" plans present layouts for liberal kitchens (storage facilities for liberal supplies in 
ample space). Such kitchens are recommended for a family of 4 to 6 members. 
• The "B" plans present the same assemblies modified in size for medium kitchens (storage 
facilities for limited supplies in ample space, or liberal supplies in minimum space). Such 
kitchens are adequate for a family of 2 to 4 members but can be used by families up to 6 mem-
bers where economy of space is mandatory. 
• The "C" plans present the same assemblies modified for limited kitchens (storage facilities for 
limited supplies in minimum space). Such kitchens can be used for a family of less than 4 mem-
bers when absolute economy is necessary, but they are not recommended unless space exists 
beyond the limits of the assembly plan for the installation of additional cabinets later. 
These assemblies have also been indexed according to basic room types (page 65) for the benefit of 
designers who must start with a room and fit an assembly into it. 
THE VARIATIONS 
Each basic plan may be varied in a number of ways without any change in the dimensions of the 
room. Recommended variations shown are: 
• A left-handed sequence (refrigerator doors hinged at the left). 
• The sink against an interior partition. (This is not often possible because of location demands 
of other appliances. See notes preceding plans for each type of assembly.) 
••The sink out of sequence in rooms requiring a different window location from that shown in the 
basic plan. (See the "a" sheets.) 
SCORES 
Each plan is scored according to the scoring sheet* described in SHC circular C5.32, "Kitchen 
P Ianning Standards." All plans shown score high because they were designed to have as few faults as 
possible. A score of 100 is not intended to be perfection. For instance, in scoring plans there is no 
way to check on the heights of cabinets, which may be a serious fault if they are too high. Distances 
between appliances frequently result in a lower score for the "A" plans than the "B" plans which are 
smaller. (See Plans A and B, Sheet 12.) 
Those plans scoring 85 to 100 are much superior to those usually found in small houses today. 
*See page 72. 
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SCALE 
The scale for the basic plans is 1/8" = 1 '-0"; for the variations, 3/32 "c 1 '-0 ". 
DIMENSIONS 
The room sizes (measured from wall surface to wall surface) indicated for the assemblies are 
based on common widths of kitchens found in small homes. 
The smallest widths are: 
• 6 '-0" -- the width required for one row of cabinets plus a 4 '-0" "'ork area. 
• 8'-0" --the width required for two rows of cabinets (opposite each other) plus a 4'-0"work area. 
The width is held constant in each of the three basic plans shown on a page (Plans A, B and C). 
In a few cases, the width depends on cabinet storage requirements at an isolated work center (for 
example, see Sheet 27, Plan A), and thus the width varies for liberal, medium and limited kitchens. 
No width, however, is less than the minimums given above •. 
The lengths of the rooms vary according to the amount of storage provided -- liberal, medium and 
limited. 
FRONTAGE. 
All cabinet dimerasions in the basic plans are shown in terms of over-all frontage. This involves a 
loss of 2 feet of storage at each corner turned by the assembly. 
Because of the design of standard factory-made cabinets, a filler is often needed at the corners in 
order that doors and drawers can clear hardware on cabinets at right angles to them. 
In most metal cabinets, the drawers and doors are flush with the side of the cabinets; i.e., they 
extend the full width of the cabinet. In these cases, a corner filler, approximately 3 inches wide, is 
needed. 
In most wood cabinets, the stile is exposed; i.e., there is a margin between the doors or drawers 
and the sides of the cabinets. If this margin is sufficient to clear hardware, a corner filler is unneces-
sary. 
The kitchen designer in laying out the final details of a plan should take into account the type of 
cabinet to be used and provide fillers if necessary according to the recommendations of the manufac-
turer. 
Installation of such fillers does not mean that the over-all frontage dimensions of the assembly 
have to be increased since these dimensions include allowances for exposed stiles - or for corner 
fillers in cases where there are no exposed stiles. 
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Key Sheet No. 1 
SYMBOLS USED ON THE PLANS 
Shading indicates that minimum counter re-
quirements exceed base cabinet requirements 
by less than 21 inches. This space should be 
used fa base cabinets. It is included in the 
total base cabinet dimension. 
When this space is21 inches or more, it is so 
labeled on the plans. The space should be 
used either for base cabinets or knee-hole 
space. It is not included in the total base 
cabinet dimension. 
Shading indicates that wall cabinet require-
ments have been fu lfi lied and a frontage 
space of less than 15 inches remains to be 
filled in. This space is too small for a sepa-
rate cabinet but it can be added to a wall 
cabinet; therefore, the shaded area is included 
in the dimension given for wall cabinet front-
age. 
J) 
ABBREVIATIONS 
D --Dinnerware Cabinets 
M --Mix Center 
~ Cabinet sink with drainboard. 
[:].--...-,.; 
R -- Range Center 
S -- Sink Center 
S V -- Serve Center 
RF-- Refrigerator* 
RG-- Range 
E -- Floor space outside work area which 
is adequate for special equipment 
(freezer, utility cabinets, planning 
desk) 
T --Floor space outside work area which 
is adequate for table and chair set 
M-S 
Broken line indicates that a frontage space of 
15 inches or more remains after wa II cabinet 
requirements have been fulfi lied. This may be 
filled in with additional cabinets. The dimen-
sion given for wall cabinet frontage does not 
include this space. 
* The refrigerator door should open toward on adjacent counter. In most of the plans, refrigerator doors ore hinged 
on the right. If they ore hinged on the left, this is so indicated on the plans. 
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Key Sheet ~o. 2 
SYMBOLS USED ON THE PLANS 
0 
A triangle beside the p on etter A, B, or C 
indicates that all wall cabinets fall into 
well-defined centers -- that is, storage for 
one single center or recommended combined 
centers is at the point of first use. When 
the triangle symbol does not appear, the 
wall cabinet storage for one center or com-
bination of centers has been separated into 
two locations. 
Light line indicates the out ine of the rectangle 
determined by the kitchen assembly. If the rec-
tangle is a complete room, the I ine indicates walls 
available for doors and additional windows. The 
rectangle may also be only a part of a room which 
continues beyond the line. 
1-4 12.'-o" l I 
30" ~Q=3 
r- s ~~ Ill 
' I" A.F ' l Co ~ 
"' ·' 0
-
fJ 
a. 
'olr 
~ 
... 
N 
-
Wall cabinet dimensions in inches.-
Distances in feet between appliances. __ _, 
Space allowed for refrigerator-- 36 inche; 
Space a II owed for range -- 42 inches 
Space a II owed for sink bowl --
36 inches for I i beral kitchen (A) 
30 inches for medium kitchens (B) 
24 inches for limited kitchens (C) 
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Stippled area shows space not needed for cabinets 
or work area. When large enough, this space may 
be used for other activities or for equipment (util-
ity cabinet, planning desk, freezer-- indicated by 
"E" on plans; or table and chair set-- indicated 
by ''T'' on plans. When neither of these symbols 
appear in the stippled area, the space must be re-
garded as waste space.) 
ONE-WALL ASSEMBLY 
The simplest way to combine all work centers into a unit is to place them in a straight line. 
This arrangement can provide all the required storage space and work counter for liberal, medium 
and limited kitchens; however, the length of the assembly and the long distances between appliances 
render it inefficient and uneconomical .in the use of floor space. 
The straight-line or none-wall" assembly is frequently used in very small houses and in apartments. 
These kitchens are compressed into an extremely small space and almost always are deficient in stor-
age and counters according to standards for family living. 
The straight-line arrangement is not recommended as an assembly type for small houses because 
( 1) if it fulfills storage and counter requirements, it is too large to work in efficiently; and (2) if it is 
small enough to meet standards of distance, it becomes deficient in storage and counter. 
Other assemblies, which can be derived from the straight-line arrangement, overcome these objec-
tions. Such assemblies are corridor, nL ", nu" and broken- uu". 
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SMALL HOMES COUNCIL 
K I TCHEH PLAHHIM G STUDY 
VARIATIONS BASIC PLAN 
Storage Ll BERAL 
to'· o" 
r .... D 
48" 
Tota 1 Wa 11 Storage 9 !lz ft. Total Area 120 sq oft. 
Tota 1 Base Storage I 3~z. fL Req c Work A rea ) 2.0 sq. ft c 
Counter{ eq u i V e frontage) , 0 'lz. ftc Windows: Max. Width 3Y2. fL 
SCORE % of Floor Area 10.2 
Storage MEDIUM 
Tota 1 Wa 11 Storage 8 Yt. fL Total Area sq eft. 
Total Base Storage 12. f t , Req. Work Area I I I s~. fL 
Counter(equiv.frontage) , y._ ft. Windows: Max . Width 3 ft. 
SCORE % of Floor Area Cf.S 
Storage LIMITED 
I C.' • 9 '' 
1 D 
'-- I'· q" CT~ ONLV 
Total Wall Storage 7 ft . Total Area 1 oo.s sq . ft. 
Total Base Storage SV2.fL Req. Work Area I oo.s-sq.ft. 
Counter(equiv , frontage) 8J4,ft. Windows: Max oWidth 2Yt.ft. 
SCORE % of F 1 oo r A rea ----'8=---.!. 7'-----
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CORRIDOR ASSEMBLY 
By cutting the straight-line assembly into two parts, and placing the equipment against opposite 
walls, a corridor-type of assembly i5 derived. The sink center is usually placed on the outside wall, 
with the range center on the opposite side. The refrigerator may be satisfactorily placed on either side 
if the refrigerator door opens towards an adjacent r;ounter. 
Floor Area 
In this assembly, there is little or no excess floor area. To accommodate special equipment and 
activities other than food preparation, the kitchen area must be elongated. 
Window Area 
Window area ranges from approximately 10 to 15 per cent of the floor area. If there is an exterior 
door, more light can be gained by installing a glass panel in the door. 
Work Centers 
The centers are frequently split; cabinets for a single center are often separated. The work centers 
lose normal sequence. 
Dis"tances Between Appliances 
Distances between appliances are very short; however, traffic crosses the work triangle. 
Counters 
Counter requirements for the performance of various functions usually exceed the amount of counter 
provided by necessary base cabinets. In other words, the length of the corridor assembly is determined 
by counter requirements rather than by base cabinet requirements. Most of the corridor plans have a 
shaded area which shows this condition. Additional base cabinets can be installed under this counter, 
or the space under the counter may be left open for a stool and knee-hole space. 
Wall Cabinet Installations 
In all "B" plans (medium kitchens) of the corridor arrangements shown, the amount of base cabinets 
must be increased one foot over and above the storage requirements in order to balance the necessary 
wall cabinet installations •. If this is not done, a wall cabinet section will protrude and some one will 
bump hi$ head. 
Sink Against Interior Partition 
Whenever the window can be placed at one end of the corridor plan, a variation of the plan (one 
having the sink against an interior partition) is possible and has been shown in the plan sheets. 
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SMALL HOMES COUNCIL 
Kl TCHEN PLANNING STUDY 
VARIATIONS 
r; 0 ·12 A ll P l A N s 
• SlNk. AGAINftT 1MTlCliOit. 
Pl1t1'lTIO..,_ R.E.QUtR.E.S 
C.~~NC.t. IN WlNt>OW 
LOC.~"tiON 
SHEET NO·----------=-·-
ASSEMBLY TYPE __ ~c~o~~~2~'~o~o~~~ 
BASIC PLAN 
Storage LIBERAL 
. 
0 
' 
II 
Tota 1 Wa 11 Storage 
Total Base Storage 
Counter(equiv.frontage) 
SCORE 
Storage MEDIUM 
' 0 
(Q 
Total Wall Storage 
Total Base Storage 
~ YzJt. Tota 1 Area 
1 3Yaft. Req. Work Area 
I Q~tft. Windows: Max. Width 
qs % of Floor Area 
a Y2ft. Tota 1 Area 
I '2. ft. Req. Work Area 
so aq. ft. 
80 sq. ft. 
a Y2 ft. 
IS>~ 
74 sq.ft. 
_ _L_4_sq. ft. 
Counter(equiv.frontage)_____~--~ft. Windows: Max.Width 3 ft. 
SCORE q~ % of Floor Area _.:._C 4-~-2=--
Storage LIMITED 
:r 
0 2 1 C'Til 
Total Wall Storage 
Total Base Storage 
-~7L.__ ft. Tota 1 Area 
sYaft. Req. Work Area 
~a sq. ft. 
we sq.ft. 
Counter( equ i v. frontage) _ _ a~ft. Windows: Max.Width 3 ft. 
SCORE 95 % of Floor Area I 5.+ 
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SMALL HOMES COUNCIL 
KITCHEN PLANNING STUDY 
VARIATIONS 
~012 ALL PLANS 
• R.EVI.R.SE.O PLA.N 
•R.I.,A.Ict&A.ATO• DOOR. 
tUNC.II> LI."T S.IDI. 
• SU&k ActAINS.T tMTlatOR. 
P~R.TITIOH i.E~UtiU.S 
C~ANC.l. \N WINDOW 
LOC.ATI ON 
SHEET NO-. ------...":111._ 
ASSEMBLY TYPE __ ~c~o~e~2~1~D~o~e~ 
BASIC PLAN 
Storage LIBERAL 
',. - q •. 
Tota 1 Wa 11 Storage qs,+.ft. 
Tota 1 Base Storage ~~ft. 
Counter( eq u i v. frontage )._!Q~~ft. 
SCORE q5 
Storage MEDIUM 
. 
0 
Tota 1 Wa 11 Storage eYz ft. 
Tota 1 Base Storage _l _Z~ft. 
Counter(equiv.frontage) 10 ft. 
SCORE 
Storage LIMITED 
: 
0 
• 
0 
Total Wall Storage t~?. ft. 
Total Base S to rage I I Y;. ft. 
Counter( equ i v. frontage) ~ Ya. ft. 
SCORE '10 
24 
Total Area 94 sq.ft. 
Req. Work Area 8 7 sq. ft • 
Windows: Max.Width 3 1/aft. 
% of Floor Area 13 0 -
Total Area 
Req. Work Area 
ee sqoft. 
sz. sq.ft. 
Windows: Max. Wid tl\._____3.~ ft. 
% of Floor Area 13. q 
R·Sw 
Total Area e~ aq. ft. 
Req. Work Area za aq. ft. 
Windows: Max.Width 3Y~rft. 
% of Floor Area t4-.b 
SMALL HOMES COUNCIL 
KITCHEN PLANNING STUDY 
VARIATIONS 
~OQ All PLANS 
•R.E.Vl.RSf.D PL~N 
• R.lf.R.u:.llt.ft.TOR. OOOR. 
HINC.I.b ll~T r:.IDl 
------H llC. 
•SIN~ AC.AINST INTlR.IOR. 
PAit.'TITION R.EQUI~l.S 
C.IH~NGl. \N . WI NPOW 
LOC.A.TION 
•R"NC.E AND C."'81NET5 
RlVI.RSlJ> 
SHEET NO. _______ _ 
ASSEMBLY TYPE __ ~c~o~Q~~~'~o~0~2 
BASIC PLAN 
Storage Ll BERAL 
Total Wall Storage Cfl~fL Tota 1 Area 9 4 sq. ft. 
Tota 1 Base Storage 13 3t+fto Req. Wo;k Area 87 sq. ft. 
Counter( equ i v. frontage~ J o ¥~ft. Windows: Max. Width 3'/a. fto 
SCORE qo % of F 1 oo r A rea -....~t ..... 31111&...:10.:;,.__ 
Storage MEDIUM 
' 0 
.. 
Total Wall Storage 
Total Base Storage 
BY2. ft. Tota 1 Area 
I 2. ft. Req. Work Area 
sa_ sq. ft. 
_ 8._1_sq. ft. 
Counter(equiv.frontage) qY~ft. Windows: Max.Width___3.._ ft. 
SCORE q 5 % of Floor Area l I. q 
Storage LIMITED 
I 
0 
. 
• 
Total Wall Storage 
Total Base Storage 
tO'· .... 
M·•·D 
'-----+--I'- q" C'T~ ON\.. Y 
_ _ ]_~_ft. Tota 1 Area 
8 ~ft. Req. Work Area 
B4 aq.ft. 
75 sq.ft. 
Counter( equ i v. frontage) BU.. ft. Windows: Max.Widt~_ 2Y~ft. 
%of Floor Area let~ SCORE 82. 
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"L" ASSEMBLY 
An °L"-shaped assembly is derived by turning the straight-line arrangement around one corner. 
Floor Area 
A relatively large amount of floor space is available in most "L" arrangements for activities and 
equipment other than for food preparation. The proportions of the unused space vary according to the 
room width. In some arrangements, this floor space is so small, it is wasted. In others, it is large 
enough to accommodate special equipment, such as · a freezer and utility cabinets. In still others, it is 
ample for a table and ·chair set. The most efficie.nt 0 L" arrangements are those which can use all of 
the space to good advantage. 
Window Area 
A larger window may be used in an nL" arrangement than in a corridor. In most cases, the window 
area is about 16 per cent of the floor area. 
Work Centers 
Work centers may be easily combined and kept in normal sequence in ttL" assemblies. 
Distances Between Appliances 
In some of the larger ttL" plans, the distance between the range and the refrigerator tends to be 
long. This distance is greater in narrow rooms than in wide ones. 
Counters 
Continuous counter is provided along two sides of a room. Base storage requirements supply an 
adequate amount of counter. It will be noted in some of the nL" plans that the turning of one corner 
provides the equivalent of two feet of additional counter space over that provided by the required base 
cabinets. Therefore, the relation between counter space and base cabinet frontage is as follows: 
PIan A -- Total base cabinet frontage including 36-inch sink bowl = 13~ feet 
Counter gains 24 inches by turning corner; loses 36 inches for sink bowl. 
Net loss is 12 inches. Total counter = 12~ feet 
Plan B -- Total base cabinet frontage, including 30-inch sink bowl = 11 feet 
Counter gains 24 inches by turning corner; loses 30 inches for sink bowl. 
Net loss is 6 inches. Total counter = 10~ feet 
PIan C -- Total base cabinet frontage, including 24-inch sink bow 1 
Counter gains 24 in~hes by turning corner; loses 24 inches for sink bowl. 
Net loss is 0. Total counter 
26 
= 8~ feet 
8~ feet 
Wall Cabinet Installations 
Because of the corner-turn, an "L" assembly furnishes a greater length of wall for wall cabinets 
than do one-wall. and corridor arrangements. 
Sink Against Interior Partition 
There are no variations shown for the sink against an interior partition. 
If windows are provided on either of the two sides left open on the assembly, the sink can be 
placed on an interior partition. However, windows on either of these sides are subject to many possible 
variations, some of which would not provide proper lighting for the sink or work counters. 
No variation is possible where a window is on the wall occupied by the kitchen assembly since the 
range, refrigerator and their adjacent cabinets would interfere with any window. 
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SMALL HOMES COUNCIL 
KITCHEN PLANNING STUDY 
VARIATIONS 
FOR. ALL C>LANS 
• ~E VI:RSlD PLAN 
• R t J" ~ l ~ I R. • T 0 "- ~ 00 It 
HINC:lD LIFT SIDI 
NOTE 
R.-'NCOE IN TWIS POSITION 
A.. E. quI "1.5 2.' .. c;.," TO P~OVIDI 
CL[At.ltf\Mtl t:o• c:~alNlT 
D OOIIL.$. 1"1' ~(!tUL'T~ IN te" 
R~l>UC.TION IN e."t.l:. C.~8-
II'UT I='OMT~C.E J -'M1) 
IN C.OMVE.M \E.N'T U $5 0~ 
COC\M£A.. C: OUt&Tt.' A.Nt:t 
W.LL CASINET~. 
SHEET NO. _ __ _ 4 
ASSEMBLY TYPE _ __ .. __ L··- •'wiD£ 
BASIC PLAN 
Storage Ll BERAL 
•q' o" -
rt-~v-1> M•S 
§ 8-t:N ~-l I I 1 3(," II ~T 11 •u· 
!"'""- 8 ---- 7~~--= -==-=--~,;:::.~~--75~-f\G 
1--
Total Base Storage 
I 0 .ft. 
I 3 1'1 ft. 
Counter(equiv. frontage) 13 fL 
SCORE 1 + 
Storage MEDIUM 
Tota 1 Area 
Req. Work Area 
II+ sq.ft. 
I I 4 sq. ft. 
Windows: Max.Width__ 5~a.ft. 
% of Floor Area I 6.q 
1 fO • - co" 
· Total Wall Storage 9 ft. Total Area ___9__9_ _sq.ft. 
Tota 1 Base Storage I I ft . Req. Work Area ---~sq.ft. 
Counter(equiv.frontage I l _ ft. Windows: Max.Width 4 ft. 
SCORE ~_Q_ __ % of F 1 oor A rea l +. l 
Storage LIMITED 
' 14'- O" 
c ~------------~ 
Total Wall Storage 
Tota 1 Base Storage A''afta 
Counter( equ i v. frontage)___9_ ft. 
SCORE 7+ 
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Total Area ~ sq.ft. 
Req. Work Area ~4_sq.ft. 
Windows: Max. Width__ __ _3__ ft. 
% of Floor Area 12..5 
SMALL HOMES COUNCIL 
Kl TCHEN PLANNING STUDY 
VARIATIONS 
~0~ All PLANS 
e2.tVE.2~ED PLAN 
• Ill F Q.l C. l. Q ~TOe D 0 0 ~ 
WIMC:..f.D \.i.FT SIDl 
SHEET No. ______ -.:5:.. 
ASSEMBLY TYPE ____ ~ .. L~~~-~7~'w~ID~E 
BASIC PLAN 
Storage LIBERAL 
r 
17'. 0" 
0 M·S 
Total Wall Storage 
Total Base Storage 
q V~ ft. Tota 1 Area 119 sq.ft. 
Req. Work Area 1 oa sq. ft. 
Counter( eq u i v. frontage) I 2 !12ft. Windows: Max. Width S Ya.ft. 
SCORE 84 % of Floor Area J Et.2. 
Storage MEDIUM 
l4' • w'' 
Total Wall Storage ~ft. 
Tota 1 Base Storage I l ft. 
Counter(equiv. frontage~~ft. 
SCORE 
Storage LIMITED 
: 
0 
,.. 
Total Wall Storage 
Total Base Storage 
q2.. 
7 ft. 
8 Ya.ft. 
Counter( equ i v. frontage )___a_~ft. 
SCORE _9.&._0=---
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Total Area lOLS sq. ft. 
Req, Work Area --~sq.ft, 
Windows: Max.Width 4 ft. 
% of F 1 oor A rea t 3 · 8 
Total Area S4 sq. ft. 
Req. Work Area 28 sq. ft. 
Windows: Max. Width 3 ft. 
% of Floor Area IZ.sS 
SMALL HOMES COUNCIL 
KITCHEN PLAIIIUN G STUDY 
VARIATIONS 
FOI2 ALL PLANS 
elt.EVEitS£0 PLAN 
• R.5 Fl.lC:.I.aATOR 0001t. 
~INGI.D LI.~T ,lOt. 
SHEET IIO. ______ ____;Gt~ 
As s EM 8 l y T y p E ----=· Llllt.· 1__:._ 7~· W.:.:...:....:.l D.JL.E 
BAS I C PLAN 
Storage LIBERAL 
I 
I"J'•O" 
R·S• D ~----~~~~~~~~~~~~~A 
0 
Total Wall Storage 
Total Base Storage 
9-'ift. Total Area 
1 3Yz.ft. Req. Work Area 
I 
"' 
Counter( eq u i v. frontage) I 2 Y2 ft. Windows: Max.Width 
% of Floor Area SCORE 8CJ 
Storage MEDIUM 
14'- ~ .. 
-0 
Total Wall Storage a•12. ft. Total Area 
Total Base Storage I l ft. Req. Work Area 
Counter(equiv.frontage) · I Q;(~ft. Windows: Max.Width 
SCORE q7 % of Floor Area 
Storage LIMITED 
I~'· 0" 
R S D w· 
II laC. 11 ''-"JD= I II 1- - • 
Q 
I 
-
. ~ .. ' ... 0 
. -.............. \4 
;... -~ ......... \ ~~ ···· · ··:- ··-:~ ...... B 
-- .·:: . ··.· ·. : .· .· : . 
Total Wall Storage 1 ft. Tota 1 Area 
Tota 1 Base Storage e~ft. Req. Work Area 
Counter(equiv.frontage) 8 :4ft. Windows: Max.Width 
SCORE 90 % of F 1 oo r A rea 
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I I 9 aq.ft. 
1 os aq. ft. 
'¥z ft. 
'9. t 
1QI.5sq.ft. 
9!l sq. ft. 
~ ft. 
li.~ 
84 sq. ft. 
28 sq. ft. 
~ ft. 
I i£Z 
SMALL HOMES COUNCIL 
KITCHEN PLANNING STUDY 
VARIATIONS 
1=0~ All PLANS 
•lt!.Vl.R.Sl. PLAN 
• 2 £ J a I C. E R AT 0 R. 000 rt. 
I-41NC4E.D LE.JT SID£ 
SHEET NO.~ ______ ?.;._ 
ASSEMBLY TYPE----~"L_ ..~-s~'~w~•o~E~ 
BASIC PLAN 
Storage 
0 
• 
LIBERAL 
Total Wall Storage 
Tota 1 Base Storage 
Q 
. 
0 ~ 
l 
qYz.ft. Total Area 
I 3 Yzft. Req. Work Area 
1 2.8 sq. ft. 
108 sq. ft. 
Counter( eq u i v. frontage )___l2.!h.ft. Windows: Max. Width G. Y2ft. 
SCORE q4 % of -Floor Area 17.8 
Storage MEDIUM 
~R-Sv I?.' • <. " I D 
Q 
. 
.. 
0 J 
~ 
Total Wall Storage B Z'~ft. Total Area IQB aq. ft. 
Tota 1 Base Storage II ft. Req. Work Area ~3 tq.ft. 
Counter(equiv.frontage) I Q 1l2.ft. Windows: Max.Width 5: -ft. 
SCORE 100 % of Floor Area I 6.2. 
Storage LIMITED 
II'- 0 '' 
I. ·SV- S 
lt.G l~:_D I 
\ 0 I ~ 
" 
J 0 ........ 
' 
4\ 
c. 7~t--, 
'EJ t }' ~: :·;.: ~ ~~:: ~:.:: J '--laF 
Total Wall Storage 2 ft. Total Area se .... ft. 
Tota 1 Baae Storage ett.ft. Req. Work Area l& aq. ft. 
Counter( eq u i v. frontage) -~~t. Windows: Max.Width ~ ft. 
SCORE ~0 % of Floor Area f 5 .q 
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SMALL HOMES COUNCIL 
Kl TCHEN PLANNING STUDY 
VARIATIONS 
FOI2 All PLAN~ 
eR.5.Vl2~E.D P\.A.N 
• R E.~fl.\C.'R.~l'OR. t)OOtt 
~INC.IO LifT ~~D~ 
Storage LIBERAL 
() 
Total Wall Storage 
Total Base Storage 
SHEET N0. _______ 8-.:-
ASSEMBLY TYPE ____ ~,~~~·,_-~s~·w~l~~r~ 
BASIC PLAN 
l<.t'- 0" 
~6'" 
__ q.a....:.Y.__...zft. Total Area t 2.S sq. ft. 
Req. Work Area ___LQS_ __ sq. ft. 
Counter(equiv. frontage) \ 2 Y2.ft. Windows: Max.Width 5'1tt. 
SCORE ~j[__ __ % of Floor Area I 5. 0 
Storage MEDIUM 
I~·- C." 
0 - M-~ 
Total Wall Storage ~ft. Total Area lQS sq. ft. 
Total Base Storage 1 I ft. Req. Work A rea 93 sq. ft. 
Counter(equiv.frontage) I Q~ft. Windows: Max.Width s ft. 
SCORE qs % of Floor Area 16.2. 
Storage LIMITED 
t 
0 
• 
Total Wall Storage 2 ft. Total Area a a sq. ft. 
Total Base Storage B~ft. Req. Work Area 18 sq. ft. 
Counter( equ i v. frontage) S~ft. Windows: Max.Width ~ ft. 
SCORE __ qq__ % of Floor Area 15.q 
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SMALL HOMES COUNCIL 
KITCHEN PLANNING STUDY 
VARIATIONS 
SHEET NO-· ------=-'""""a.,__ 
ASSEMBLY TYPE ____ ~·l~·~--~a_·w~ID~t 
BASIC PLAN 
Storage Ll BERAL 
Tota 1 Wa 11 Storage 
Total Base Storage 
q V2Jt. Tota 1 A rea 128 sq.ft ~ 
I 3 ~ft. 
Counter( eq u i v . f ron ta ge )___!_2.._~ ft. 
SCORE _ qo __ 
Storage MEDIUM 
; 
0 
Total Wall Storage 
Total Base Storage 
8~2.ft. 
l I ft. 
Counter( equ i v. frontage~ _j_Q_~ft. 
SCORE q4 
Storage LIMITED 
Req . Work A rea l oe sq. ft. 
Windows: Max.Width c;,Y2.ft. 
% of Floor Area l 7.e 
Total Area lOS sq.ft. 
Req. Work Area _ _9_3__sq.ft. 
Windows: Max. Width 5 _ft. 
% of F 1 oor A rea t co. 2... 
tc'- 6'1 
0 
. Total Wall Storage 
Total Base Storage 
Counter(equiv.frontage) 
SCORE 
33 
7 ft • 
_ _9_ft. 
q ft. 
84 
lll-5V 
Total Area 
Req. Work Area 
Windows: Max.Width 
% of Floor Area 
q 2. sq. ft. 
81 sq.ft. 
-+~~ft. 
I 7. I 
SMALL HOMES COUNCIL 
KITCHEN PLANHIN G STUDY 
VARIATIONS 
J:"0(2 ALl PLANS 
• A.E.V£2~ED PL ~I'll 
e2f.FR.IC.E.RATOQ DOOle! 
U I N<; ~ 0 t. I. f T ~ I P ' 
SHEET NO. _______ q-.:-
ASSEMBLY TYPE ____ ~ .. L~··-~~s~'-w~•o~E 
BASIC PLAN 
Storage Ll BERAL 
112.-<>v-D 
15'- o" 
OJ Q 
0 
Total Wall Storage 9/2ft. Total Area I 35 sq. ft. 
Total Base Storage 1 3!/2ft. 
Counter(equiv.frontage) I 2Yzft. 
SCORE __ 9_ 7 ____ _ 
Storage MEDIUM 
Req. Work Area 1 oe sq. ft. 
Windows: Max.~idt "~ft. 
% of Floor Area I (0. ~ 
12.'- G" 
e 
0 
cr 
Total Wall Storage sY2. ft. 
Total Base Storage \ I ft. 
Counter(equiv. frontage) 1 oYdt. 
SCORE ~'-----
Storage LIMITED 
0 
Total Wall Storage 1~ft. 
Tota 1 Base Storage e Vz. ft. 
Counter( eq u i v. frontage) a~ft. 
SCORE qo 
----·-
34 
Q 
' ., 
I 
I 
Total Area 112.5sq.ft. 
Req. Work Area 93 sq.ft. 
Windows: Max.Width 5 ft. 
% of Floor Area 15. 6 
Total Area 90 aq. ft. 
Req. Work Area 28 aq. ft. 
Windows: Max. Width 3 !lt.ft. 
% of Floor Area ·~. 6 
SMALL HOMES COUNCIL 
KITCHEN PLANNING STUDY 
VARIATIONS 
FOQ All PLANS 
eR.£.VERSE.D P1A.N 
eR.~H~l~ltATOR 0002 
~INC.LD \.f.FT SlD(. 
SHEET NO. _____ ____;.I.....;;C~ 
ASSEMBLY TYPE _____ ·~·L~·~~q'~W~ID_l 
BASIC PLAN 
Storage LIBERAL 
I '5 •• 0 .• j 
0 
, 
• Ol 
0 
r 
Total Wall Storage 
Total Base Storage 
_ 9.J2..ft. Tota 1 Area l '3 S sq. ft. 
I 3k2ft. 
Counter( eq u i v. frontage ~_!1'2. ft. 
SCORE 87 
Storage MEDIUM 
0 
Total Wall Storage 
Total Base Storage 
: 
0 N 
~ 
_ a_& ft. 
_Lj__ft. 
Counter( equ i v. frontage~-- ' _O~ft. 
SCORE -~- 7 __ _ 
Storage LIM I TED 
Req. Work Area 1 oe sq. ft. 
Windows: Max.Width_~ft. 
% of Floor Area 16.9 
Total Area 1 I 2.5 sq. ft. 
Req. Work Area _ _9_3_sq. ft. 
Windows: Max.Widtn 5 ft. 
% of F 1 oor A rea I 5 • Et 
10'- o" 
0 
cr 
Total Wall Storage -~-- sq. ft. 
Total Base Storage B~ft. Req. Work Area 78 sq.ft. 
Counter( eq u i v. frontage ) ___ a }2.ft. Windows: Max. Width ___ ~ ft. 
SCORE 90 % of F 1 oo r A rea 1 3 · ~ 
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SMALL HOMES COUNCIL 
KITCHEN PLANNING STUDY 
VARIATIONS 
r 0 12 PLAN C 0 N L Y 
• "P~2TMt~T- SIZ.t R.ANGE 
2. E.QU I e E. D 
SHEET MO. ____ -----!...I..:::O:::.......::=a,._ 
ASSEMBLY TYPE _____ ··-L~··-~~~·w~'~Dt 
BASIC PLAN 
Storage LIBERAL 
IS'- 0" 
r 
0 
I 
Total Wall Storage 
Total Base Storage 
~ft. Total Area I ~ 5 sq. ft. 
1 oe sq. ft. I 3Y2ft. Req. Work Area 
Counter( equiv. frontage~ft. Windows: Max. Wi dth_ __ ~ft. 
SCORE q 0 % of Floor Area I fi.2. 
Storage MEDIUM 
0 
I 
"IF' 
Total Wa 11 Storage ~ft. 
Total Base Storage l I ft. 
Counter( eq u i v. fran tage )_J_ o&ft. 
SCORE q 7 
Storage LIMITED 
0 
D 
Tota 1 Wa 11 Storage _ __ ft. 
Tota 1 Base Storage ft. 
Counter( equ i v. frontage) _ _ _ ft. 
SCORE 
36 
Total Area 1 l 2. S sq. ft. 
Req. Work Area _ _9_3_sq. ft. 
Windows: Max. Wid ttL--5:_ ft. 
% of Floor Area 15.(9 
Total Area 
THIS 8"SIC PlAN IS 
NOT IIU.C:OMMINDI.D 
FOR "LIMITI.D• t(\lC.WU.I. 
( Si.E VAR.IATIOt.l 
OPPOSITE..) 
Req. Work Area 
_ ___ sq. ft. 
___ sq. ft. 
Windows: Max. Width __ _______ ft. 
% of Floor Area __ _ 
SMALL HOMES COUNCIL 
Kl TCHEN PLANNING STUDY 
VARIATIONS 
1=012 All PLANS 
rn 
.... : . ...... . 
e ~EV£R~l.D PL~N 
eR.Ef=R.tCcERATOR DOOR 
HlWC.I!.D Ll'T ~\0. 
SHEET MO. ______ IL.f~ 
ASSEMBLY TYPE _____ "_l~·~~~o~·~w~to~E 
BASIC PLAN 
Storage LIBERAL 14'- 0 •• 
0 
0 
Tota 1 Wa 11 Storage 9~Jt. Total Area ,~o sq.ft~ 
Total Base Storage 3~_ft. Req. Work Area lOS sq. ft. 
Counter( eq u i v. frontage) ' '2 ~a. ft. Windows: Max.Width ~Yz ft. 
SCORE 
Storage MEDIUM 
0 
0 
Total Wall Storage 
Total Base Storage 
q4 % of Floor Area 
_9_ft. Total Area 
I 1 ft. Req. Work Area 
16.~ 
ItS sq.ft. 
93 sq.ft. 
Counter(equiv.frontage) toY~ft. Windows: Max.Width 4Y2ft. 
SCORE q 4 % of Floor Area t 3 · 7 
Storage LIMITED 
q'- 0" l 
l 
0 
Tota 1 Wa 11 Storage ___ ft. Tota 1 Area 
B~~\ C. 5> E:.QUI.NC. ~ 
OF A.PPLIA.NC..l.!a 
NOT POSS I&LE. 
W l"T~OUT CMAN<i INC. 
WIWOOW \.OC.ATIO~ 
{c:t££ S~E.(T to> 
P&.AN C.) 
Tota 1 Base Storage ___ ft. Req. Work Area 
___ sq. ft. 
___ sq. ft. 
Counter( equ i v. frontage) ___ ft. Windows: Max. Wi dtu ____ ft. 
SCORE % of F 1 oo r A rea ___ _ 
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SMALL HOMES COUNCIL 
KITCHEN PLANNING STUDY 
VARIATIONS 
~012 All PLANS 
• RE.V'-R.StD PLA.N 
• R. E ~RIG l R. A ToR DOO ll. 
~INC.lD l..(~T $101. 
SHEET N0•-------=-'-=2.~ 
ASSEMBLY TYPE _____ ··~L~··-~~~o·~w~tD~E 
BASIC PLAN 
Storage Ll BERAL 
14' • O'' 
0 
0 
Total Wall Storage 9 Yz.Jt. Tota 1 A rea 
Total Base Storage ~ft. Req. Work Area I OS sq. ft. 
Counter( equ i Vo fron tage~fto Windows: Max. Width "Y2 ft. 
SCORE 89 % of Floor Area I G-3 
Storage 
0 
0 
MEDIUM 
Total Wall Storage 
Total Base Storage 
Counter(equiv.frontage) 
SCORE 
Storage LIMITED 
: 
0 
I 
b 
-
lJ'-G:t" 
9 ft. Tota 1 Area 
'' 5 
sq. ft. 
I I ft. Req. Work Area 9?1 sq. ft. 
I Q~ft. Windows: Max.Width 4~•ft .. 
'0 () % of Floor Area 13.7 
... _ .... ·I 
I ~ 
'-------l 
BA"IC~ .EQ.U&NC.~ 
OF APPLIAMCI.._ 
NOT POS.S.l8Ll. 
W ITWOUT C.HANC.IN<4 
WINDOW LOC.ATION 
(SI~ SWE.'T q..) 
PLAN c:) 
Tota 1 Wa 11 Storage .ft. Tota 1 Area sq. ft. 
Total Base Storage ft. Req. Work Area aq.ft. 
Counter( equ i v. frontage ) ___ ft. Windows: Max. Wi dth~.---__ ft. 
SCORE % of Floor Area ___ _ 
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/ 
SMALL HOMES COUNCIL 
Kl TCHEN PLANNING STUDY 
VARIATIONS 
SHEET NO. ____ ____:_I....:2=:......;::a~ 
ASSEMBLY TYPE _____ ._·L~~~--~'o~·w~'~oE 
BASIC PLAN 
Storage : . LIBERAL 
t+'- o•• 
1 ... S-D li!·~v 
0 
. 
0 
Tota 1 Wa 11 Storage 
Total Base Storage 
Counter(equiv.frontage 
SCORE 
Storage MEDIUM 
0 
0 
Total Wall Storage 
Total Base Storage 
9 ~.ft. Tota 1 Area 
I '3 '/'2. ft. Req. Work Area 
I 2Yz._ft. Windows: Max.Width 
qo % of Floor Area 
eY~ ft. Tota 1 Area 
1 1 ft. Req. Work Area 
1~0 sq. ft. 
IQS sq. ft. 
hYz ft. 
'~.3 
) I 5 sq. ft. 
_ _9__3_sq. ft. 
Counter(equiv.frontage) I OY?ft. Windows: Max.Width 
SCORE 
Storage LIMITED 
0 
0 
Total Wall Storage 
q7 
-·--·---
ct'- 0 .. 
% of F 1 oo r A rea I 2.. 2 
1 T~IS SE.QUENCE. 0~ 
~PPLI~NCtS IS ~Ol 
POS~I&LE. FOR. 
"liMIT!D" kiTC.IHt.l. 
____ ft. Tota 1 Area ____ sq. ft. 
Total Base Storage ft. Req. Work Area sq.ft. 
Counter( equ i v. frontage) ___ ft. Windows: Max. Wi dth__ ___ ft. 
SCORE % of F 1 oo r A rea ___ _ 
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SMALL HOMES COUNCIL 
KITCHEN PLANNING STUDY 
VARIATIONS 
FOI2. ~LL PLANS 
eR.EVE2.SED PL~N 
e~E~~IC.E~ATO~ t>OOrt. 
l-41t-lC.E.b L.E.~T $10£ 
Storage Ll BERAL 
. 
0 
-----
Total Wall Storage 
SHEET N 0·---------=':.....::~i._ 
ASSEMBLY TYPE ______ .. ~L~"--'~'-'w~•~»E 
BASIC PLAN 
\ '2.'. O" 
\ 
10\ 
:· · .... · ·:.· .. ~.:· ·.·:: .. ·.· \ 
.. 
: ...:-.":··.T·_.._._..·: 
I ' , :: o · , o o o . ' : : 
' . ·. : . .... . · .. = :. : : 
9 'SJt. Total Area 144 sq.ft. 
Tota 1 Base Storage I 3~2 ft. 
Counter(equiv. frontage) I 2hft. 
Req . Work A rea \ o 8 sq. ft. 
Windows: Max.Width 4Y2.ft. 
SCORE _ 9 4- __ _ 
Storage MEDIUM 
I 
0 
Total Wall Storage 
Total Base Storage 
.··: :.·:· 
.· .. ·.·.·:.: 
8 y2 ft. 
I I ft. 
Counter(equiv. frontage) I 0V2ft. 
SCORE 100 
% of F 1 oo r A rea t 0- 9 
Total Area I '4 sq. ft. 
Req. Work Area _ .9...3.__sq. ft. 
Windows: Max.Width_5_ ft. 
% of Floor Area I 5 ·+ 
Storage LIMITED 
...,._ 0" • J 
: 
0 
l 
IDENltC.A.L WIT,.. 
Pl~N C ON 
~'-41ET 5. 
Total Wall Storage ft. Total Area ___ sq. ft. 
___ sq. ft. Total Base Storage ft. Req. Work Area 
Counter( equ i v. frontage) ___ ft. Windows: Max. Wi dth~ __ ft. 
SCORE % of Floor Area ___ _ 
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SMALL HOMES COUNCIL 
KITCHEN PLANNING STUDY 
VARIATIONS 
rof2 ALL PLANS 
IRF j!~-----''- -
1 B 
~ ... . . .. . . • .. :·. _;"_.£_:_·_ :·._: 
-
•REVERSED Pl. AN 
.~~F21G~~AT02 ~00~ 
HIHC.lO L~FT ~IDl 
Storage LIBERAL 
0 
Total Wall Storage 
SHEET NO·-------=-· __..::4:....... 
ASSEMBLY TYPE _____ ..~L~"--'~2~'W~I~DE 
BASIC PLAN 
1'2.'· o·· 
,. M·S·D·SY • t 
108" lr:-::11 ·~ B .. r---.----/--/ 7 
I II / I "~~ / ,... __..,...,_ :,....· ,......,_ ..,...._.  ~= 
Dl ~ I // . · .. :·:.-:: :_··_. .-· 
tJ I / .·.·.·:_· .. ::_ t .·:._ ..-__: ~/ ~ ' . ."' I .... -: : ~: ._ .... : . . ·. 
I 011, ft. Tota 1 A rea 144 sq.ft. 
Tota 1 Base Storage ~.z. ft. 
Counter( equ i v. frontage )_.~ft . 
Req . Work Area J 1 o _ sq. ft. 
Windows: Max.Width 5}4ft . 
SCORE __§__§_~ 
Storage MEDIUM 
0 
-
Total Wall Storage 
Total Base Storage I t ft. 
Counter(equiv. frontage) I o'l2ft. 
SCORE q-1-
% of Floor Area ''·8 
Total Area I I 4 sq. ft. 
Req. Work Area -~sq. ft. 
Windows: Max.Width 5" fto 
% of Floor Area 15 ·+ 
Storage LIMITED 1'·0" 
' 0 
"' -
I 
1----1 
~ 
\t>EN\IC.~l Wf'l'H 
PLAN C ON 
~•-ltlT ~-
Tota·l Wa 11 Storage ft. Tota 1 Area ___ sq. ft. 
___ sq. ft. Total Base Storage ft. Req. Work Area 
Counter(equiv. frontage). ___ ft. Windows: MaxoWidth.___~_ft. 
SCORE % of F 1 oo r A rea ___ _ 
41 
"U" ASSEMBLY 
The ccu"-shaped assembly is derived by turning the straight-line arrangement around two corners. 
I 
The sink is usually placed at the bottom of the ttU", with the refrigerator and range and their adjoining 
cabinets .forming the two wings. 
Floor Area 
The two wings of the ttU'' need not be equal in length. An arrangement with equal wings (see 
Sheet 18, Plan A) requires more area than an unequal one (see Sheet 21, Plan A) in order to provide 
more than one door. 
The work area is kept free of through-traffic. There is no room within the kitchen area for special 
equipment and activities. 
Window Area 
A large continuous window area is possible in ail cases. 
Work Centers 
Combined centers in normal sequence are possible. 
Distances Between Appliances 
In most nu" assemblies, the distances between appliances are relatively short. 
Counters 
Counters provided by base cabinets are continuous around three sides of the room and furnish ample 
working space. 
In ttU" assemblies, 4 feet of counter is gained by turning two corners (2 feet at each corner), over 
and above the counter provided by the required base cabinets. (Slightly more counter is gained when a 
range is located alongside a counter extending into a corner.) 
By the same method of computation as in the ttL'' pla~s (see page 26), the totals and the net dif-
ferences are: 
Plan A -- Total base cabinet including 36-inch sink bow 1 
Counter gains 48 inches by turning two corners and loses 36 inches 
for sink bowl. Net counter gain is 1 foot. Total counter 
Plan B --Total base cabinets including 30-inch sink bowl 
Counter gains 48 inches; loses 30 inches. Net counter gain is 
1~ feet. Total counter 
Plan C -- Tot-;,1 base cabinets including 24-inch sink bowl 
Counter gains 48 inches; loses 24 inches. Net counter gain is 
2 feet. Total counter 
42 
= 13~ feet 
= 14~ feet 
= 11 feet 
= 12~ feet 
= 9 feet 
= 11 feet 
Wall Cabinet Installations 
A generous amount of wall space is available for storage cabinets. Not only can all storage require-
ments be easily met, but there is space for additional cabinet installations. 
Sink Against Interior Partition 
variations with the sink against ·an interior partition can be shown for the ccu" plan because there 
is sufficient wall space to locate a window elsewhere in the assembly. 
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SMALL HOMES COUNCIL 
KITCHEN PLANNING STUDY 
VARIATIONS 
FO~ ALL J'LANS 
.~f.Vf.R.SlO Pl~N 
• R. E. FR. I~ E. R. AT 0 li? 0002 
1-fiNC.tO L[}:T S\01 
FOI2 PLAN A ONLV 
• 401~1( AGA.IN~l INT~~\01i?. 
P"2.i\Tl0~ REQUI2i.S 
C.l-tANC4E IN WJNt>OW 
lOC..AT\Or-t 
'F 0 ~ P LA. N S & AND C. 
$\)IlK, -.c;AINST INTf..R.&Oe 
P._1i?.'TlTION . RlQUl2(.S 
CWANC.l. IN WINDOW 
\.OC.ATION 
SHEET NO. ______ J_$=--
ASSEMBLY TYPE ____ ~·U __ .. __ a~'_w_e_.o_t 
BASIC PLAN 
Storage Ll BERAL 
--.-----
I 
0 
Total Wall Storage ___ 9._Yz ft. 
Total Base Storage - ~-~ft. 
Counter(equiv . frontage~ --~Yzft . 
SCORE _L<?_Q_ __ 
Storage MEDIUM 
: 
0 
I (o 
?.to" 
M-5 
Total Area 104 sq. ft~ 
Req . Work A rea 8Q sq. ft. 
Windows: Max. Width 9 ft. 
% of Floor Area ,30.3 
8'- q •• 
M · 4l·l> 
Total Wall Storage 
Total Base Storage 
a!l1ft . Total Area 94 sq. ft. 
__LL ft . Req. Work Area -~sq. ft. 
Counter(equiv.frontage~ I ~Y~ft. Windows: Max.Width 5V2ft. 
SCORE I 00 % of Floor Area 2.0.5 
Storage LIM I TEO 
~··o" 7'- c." 
R· Sv·D 
0 
M · &·D 
Total Wall Storage ~-ft. Total Area 84 sq. ft. 
Tota 1 Base Storage a '12ft. 
Counter( equ i v. frontage )__J 0 }Zft. 
SCORE q_o 
44 
Req. Work Area "o sq. ft. 
Windows: Max.Width__ _ _s ~ft. 
% of F 1 oo r A rea 2 2.a q 
SMALL HOMES COUNCIL 
KlTCHEN PLANNING STUDY 
VARIATIONS 
ALL PLANS 
aR.l.VER.Sl.D PL~N 
•R.&.FR.IC..~RAT02 0002. 
~ING£0 LlJ:T ,.101. 
·· .··· ··· 
:'/ .: :·.: :·~ r---L--J--. 
:.;.· ·.· D 
::- :·::· D 
~ ...  ·.:i· :<·:: EJ•------' 
• \IWk AC.AINST INlER..IOR, 
PAR..'TITlON Q.i.QUl~(.S 
c.AA.t-tC.l. lt-1 WINDOW 
LOC. .. TION 
Storage Ll BERAL 
----,.------
. 
0 
Total Wall Storage 
Total Base Storage 
SHEET NO. ______ I;;..._~~ 
ASSEMBLY TYPE _____ ~~U~~~s'~w~•o~E 
BASIC PLAN 
q ·- '- .• 
I) 
M·S·D 
____ q~Y:~z.ft. Total Area II 2.Ssq.ft. 
Req. Work Area es.s sq • .ft. 
Counter(equiv. frontage) l 4Yzft. Windows: Max.Width ft. 
SCORE LQ_Q __ _ 
Storage MEDIUM 
-r--- --
0 
cr 
Total Wall Storage 
Total Base Storage 
Counter(equiv.frontage) a 2V2ft. 
SCORE 100 
Storage LIMITED 
% of f 1 oor Area 2.8. 0 
101.3sq.ft. 
-~sq. ft. 
Windows: Max.Width 6!/z.ft. 
% of F 1 oo r A rea __ 2._..2.1LL._5_ 
"?.'-o'' 7'-o" 
. 
0 
Total Wall Storage 
Total Base Storage 
__ «i_Q__ _ S q a f t a 
t93 sq.ft. 
Counter(equivafrontage)__toY~ft. Windows: Max.Width __ ~~ft. 
SCORE _ 9 Q_ % of F 1 oo r A rea 2. 5.3 
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SMALL HOMES COUNCIL 
K I TCHEH PLAN NIH G STUDY 
VARIATIONS 
FOR ALL PLANS 
Sl' NOT' ON A.ANGC 
POSIT,ON SHtf.T N0.4 
Storage Ll ElERAL 
-0 
Total Wall Storage 
Total Base Storage 
SHEET N 0. -------=-l__::fJ~a.=-
ASS E ~~ B L Y T Y P E __ ----:::~~U~-q~'_w_t_n t._ 
BASIC PLAN 
3'-o" 
S.-D 
~~ ' .. -~ ~·: 
::: .:: _:..+----------..... 
•, . ·: . . : 
· .. ... : 
to ft. Total Area 
13~2.ft. Req c Work Area 
t 14.8 sq . ft. 
8 7.8 sq. ft . 
Counter(equiv . frontage) _ tS ft. Windows: Max. Width 6!t+tt . 
SCORE _q ~ _ % of Floor Area I q .0 
Storage MEDIUM 
0 
Total Wall Storage 
s.-o 
•••. "_~I Jl= ~ 
• , .' -~~1 1- ~ A 
",4 
.. , s' ' == 
I \ 
· ... · I -,..... A.4 
:..·. :: J..--s ,__ 
·:::.::·9} " ,--
.. .. J,..::..J 48 
q ft. Tota 1 Area 
Tota 1 Base Storage I I_ ft . Req. Work Area 
Counter(equiv.frontage) I~ _.ft. Windows: Max . Width 
l 03.5 sq c ft. 
76.5sq. ft. 
s~,.. ft o 
SCORE qo % of Floor Area I~G 
Storage LIM I TED 
7'-3 '' 
• 
-0 
_, 
Total Wall Storage _ __,7'---fL Tota 1 Area q2..2sq . ft . 
Tota 1 Base Storage 8~2. ft. Req. Work Area o5.2.sq. ft. 
Counter(equi·v.frontage) _ II ft. Windows: Max.Width 3 3/-4-tt. 
SCORE 72. % of Floor Area 14.2. 
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SMALL HOMES COUNCIL 
KITCHEN PLANNING STUDY 
VARIATIONS 
~OQ ALL PLANS 
eR.E.V£1?-0:,f.O PLAN 
• R. t. ~ 2 I C. l R A. T 0 R. D oo ~ 
HlNC.E.D LI.~T C:.IDL 
ro 2. PL ,\ N s A ,. ... o B 
.. .. 
. '; .. 
. . . 
. . . 
.·.:::; 
. ··.·. 
eSIHK AC.A\NST l"NllRIO~ 
SHEET N0. _____ ---=1.....;7~ 
ASSEMBLY TYPE _____ "~U~~_-_ao_'_w_l_ot 
BASIC PLAN 
Storage Ll BERAL 
q'- 0" 
R.·Sv·D 
--.-----
. 
0 
' 
0 
M·S·O 
Tota 1 Wa 11 Storage 9 .!-2ft. Total Area J20 sq. ft. 
Tota 1 Base Storage J3Y2.ft. Req. Work Area go sq. ft. 
Counter( eq u i v. f ron ta ge) I ~'/2ft. Windows: Max. Width z !12. ft. 
SCORE lOO % of Floor Area ~(-9 
Storage MEDIUM 
7'· q.. I 
. 
0 
-
0 
M-4it·D 
VA'i.T \ltON REQutru.s Total Wall Storage q ft. Total Area 1 o 7. 5 sq. ft. 
7 2.s- sq. ft. 
C.\.\A.NGI. IN WINOOW 
LOC.AltON Total Base Storage I I ft. Req. Work Area 
FOR. Pl~N C. ONLY 
••INk:. "-C4Alt..IS.T \NTER.IOR 
P"\l"f\l'\ON Ri.QU12E.S 
C.H~MC.~ IN W\Nt>OW 
LOC.All OH 
Counter(equiv.frontage) I 2~ft. Windows: Max.Width 2Y2ft. 
SCORE IOO % of Floor Area 2.+·+ 
Storage LIMITED 
Total Wall Storage ---'~ft. Tota 1 Area 9 7.5 sq. ft. 
Tota 1 Base Storage 9 ft. 
Counter( eq u i v. frontage )_j_j_ __ ft. 
SCORE ~---
47 
Req. Work Area ,7.Ssq.ft. 
Windows: Max.Width 7Yz.ft. 
% of Floor Area 2. 6.q _ 
SMALL HOMES COUNCIL 
KITCHEN PLANNING STUDY 
VARIATIONS 
, 
FOR ALL PlAN5 
B 
. . .. . ~ . 
. • .... .''1 1--------o 
: .. ·:.· ;:-11 R.C4 lr-=--
..... ·IL Jl 
• R.E'IU~.S E.O PL-'N 
• 2UR.IC.£52A10~ 000~ 
~INGE.D LlS:T 510E 
Storage Ll BERAL 
-.,...----
0 
SHEET NO·-----~~-=·=-
ASSEMBLY TYPE ____ ~YU~·-·-_a~_'_w_ID_E 
BAS I C PLAN 
1 ~·-o·l e'-o" I T R.·'i ·v-oi 
......... ·: EJII 5'4 " 
......... ac. IL..._......-:-~ 
.:·. ·.· · · . f'- ~~ IIIII 
:: .·. . I ,,a n 
:-:_.·:~:.: •l /) D 
... ·. · I /t~ IIIII 
.. ·... I/ r--
<·.·.- .... : ~r--...L.---- ··:::.:: ~1 c.,o·• 
M·S·O 
Total Wall Storage 
Total Base Storage 
--~ft. Tota 1 A rea 
_ _1__3_Va ft. Req. Work Area 
1~2 sq.ft . 
q(p sq. ft. 
Counter( eq u i v . frontage ~X2.ft. Windows: Max.Width __ ~ft. 
SCORE 
Storage MEDIUM 
. 
0 
Total Wall Storage 
Total Base Storage 
100 % of F 1 oor A rea 2.5.2. 
!.'· o" 
.. 
. - . I • ' o 
..... 
q ~.ft. 1\7 sq.ft. 
I I ft. Req. Work Area 81 sq.ft. 
Counter(equiv.frontage) 1 2Yzft. Windows: Max.Width ~~4ft. 
SCORE 
Storage 
too % of F 1 oo r A rea I a · 7 
LIM I TED ~~·-o"J s'-q" 
--,------ :-. ·.·.:a 
: :· · ... :. 
0 
. ·. 
0 
, · .: • .. • • ~. r 
.·.····· EJ 
--------~~~.;~::, ...========~ 
THIS BAS\C. Pl~N I~ 
NOT RE.COMMlNDE. D 
f0'2"liM\TlO" \CITC\UN . 
Total Wall Storage ft. Total Area ___ sq. ft. 
___ sq. ft. Total Base Storage ft. Req. Work Area 
Counter( equ i v. frontage ) ___ ft. Windows: Max. Wi dth~---__ ft. 
SCORE % of Floor Area ___ _ 
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SMALL HOMES COUNCIL 
KITCHEN PLAN MIN G STUDY 
VARIATIONS 
~OR ALL PL ANSa 
a 
• eE.Vt2SEP PL~N 
e2EF21C:~2~lOR DOOR. 
~\NC.E.D 1.iJT 51Dt 
Storage 
0 
• 
Ll BERAL 
Total Wall Storage 
Total Base Storage 
SHEET NO-_____ I.;_q--=--. 
ASSEMBLy TYPE uNIQUA&. ·U·-s w•o£ 
BASIC PLAN 
tl'- c. .. 
M 
1 o~ft. Total Area 9 2 sq. ft~ 
-~~fto Req. Work Area a<.:. sq.ft. 
Counter(equiv. frontage) 14 Yzft. Windows: Max.Width __ ~&ft. 
% of Floor Area 2.0.9 SCORE 
Storage MEDIUM 
0 
Total Wall Storage 
Total Base Storage 
lOO 
1~ ... I 0 '- '!t" ., 
8%,ft. Total Area 
_jlj_ __ ft. Req. Work Area 
__ 8 ~ sq. ft. 
-~ - _sq.ft. 
Counter(equiv. frontage~_! 2.~t.ft. Windows: Max.Width ___ s ~a. ft. 
SCORE \00 % of Floor Area 2.3.5 
Storage LIM I TED 
0 
Total Wall Storage 7 ~ft. Tota 1 Area ___2A__ sq. ft. 
Total Base Storage q ft. Req. Work Area <P8 sq.ft. 
Counter(equiv.frontage) I I ft. Windows: Max.Width __ ~~ft. 
SCORE qo % of Floor Area 26.0 
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SMALL HOMES COUNCIL 
Kl TCHEN PLANNING STUDY 
VARIATIONS 
~Or< All PlANS 
eR.E.VEiaSE.D PL.N 
• R.E.F ~IC. &.R.ATOR. DOOR. 
~INC.f.D LlS:T ~IDl 
FOQ PlAN A ONlY 
• SIN" AGAINSl INllRIOR. 
PAR.TITION R.tQU\R.E.S 
C.~ANC.l lN W\NDOW 
LOCATION 
FOR.. plANs B AHD c 
• SUlK AC.AlNST IMlE.IUOR 
P .. R.TJTION R.E.QUIIlE.S 
C.HI\NC.l IN Wllo.IDOW 
LOC.ATlON 
Storage Ll BERAL 
0 
Total Wall Storage 
Total Base Storage 
SHEET NO. _____ ...:::a--....;;;:0~ 
ASSEMBLY TYPE UN[QUAL .y .. -a'wlDE 
BASIC PLAN 
I I '- (o" 
84-" 
M·S·D 
__9_f2._ft. Total Area 
!/2. ft. Req. Work Area 
92 sq.ft. 
S(o sq. ft. 
Counter(equiv. frontage~_ l/zft. Windows: Max. Width 5!12._ft. 
SCORE q 7 % of Floor Area ~o.q 
Storage MEDIUM 
' 0 
Total Wall Storage 
Total Base Storage 
__ f£1 ~ft. Total Area _____e_4_ sq. ft. 
-~sq. ft. _Lj __ ft. Req. Work Area 
Counter(equiv.frontage) I 2Yaft. Windows: Max.Width 5Y2.ft. 
SCORE 100 %of Floor Area 2.3.5' 
Storage LIM I TED 
0 
I 
I 
Total Wall Storage 
Tota 1 Base Storage 1 o ft. 
Counter(equiv.frontage)_l_2 ft. 
SCORE q 0 
50 
78 sq.ft. 
Req. Work Area 7 2 sq. ft. 
Windows: Max. Width ___ 5 ~ft. 
% of Floor Area Z4-.7 
SMALL HOMES COUNCIL 
KITCHEN PLANNING STUDY 
VARIATIONS 
f012 All Pl.ANS 
• R-EVERSED PlAN 
a R.lFR.IC:.E.~AT02 DOOR. 
'-IINC.lO LlFT ~IPi 
• ~\N\C. .. C.~INST INTER.I02 
PAilTtTION L~QUIR.IS 
C:"4A.t.IC:;E. IN WINDOW 
lOCATION 
SHEET N0. _____ ---=2=--.;....1_ 
ASSEMBLy TYPE UN£QUAL "U·· ·S'WtDE. 
BASIC PLAN 
Storage Ll BERAL 
I I' - C.'' 
~----
0 
' 
.IQ 
M-s 
Total Wall Storage q~_ft. 
Tota 1 Base Storage _ ___1_3,)1 ft. 
Counter( eq u i v. frontage )_L4:!"2ft. 
SCORE \00_~ 
Storage MEDIUM 
Total Wall Storage -~ft. 
Total Base Storage _ _j __ t!/~..ft. 
Counter(equiv.frontage) 13 .ft. 
SCORE I oo 
Storage LIMITED 
I 
0 
GO 
Total Wall Storage 7 .ft. 
Tota 1 Base Storage I o !1', ft. 
Counter(equiv.frontage) I 2Y2.ft. 
SCORE qo 
51 
Tota 1 A rea 9 2. sq. ft. 
Req. Work A rea e ~ sq. ft. 
Windows: Max.Width 4 ft. 
% of Floor Area I 5.2. 
Total Area 84 sq. ft. 
Req. Work Area --~sq.ft. 
Windows: Max. Wid ttt___3~ ft. 
% of Floor Area l +.6 
Total Area 
Req. Work Area 
eo sq. ft. 
74- sq.ft. 
Windows: Max.WidtiL_ 3~ft. 
% of Floor Area 15.3 
SMALL HOMES COUNCIL 
KITCHEN PLAN NIH G STUDY 
VARIATIONS 
FOR All PLANS 
eiCf.VE~SED PLAN 
• Q.tF~IC.E.~ .. TOR. DOOR. 
~INGE.O LEFT SIDE 
SIN" AC4AII'JST \NTUU02 
P~2l1TIOW 2.~QU\R.ES 
<-~~NC.£ IN WlNDOW 
LO<-AT\ON 
FOR. PL ~N 8 ONLY 
Storage LIBERAL 
--..-------
0 
. 
r 
Total Wall Storage 
Total Base Storage 
SHEET NO. · ~ ~ 
ASSE~1BL y TYPE UN1QUlL ··U" 9'WID£ 
BASIC PLAN 
M·S·D 
. L~ft. 
_l 3~ ftc 
Total Area -~:~_ sq.ft. 
Req . Work Area ~3 __ sq.ft. 
Counter(equiv. frontage} .14Y'2.fL Windows: Max. Width ~ -Y2. ft. 
SCORE q 7 %of Floor Area 2.3.0 
Storage MEDIUM . 
q'- q" 
--.,---------
0 
r 
Total Wall Storage 
Total Base Storage 
M·S·O 
___ _B_}f_ ft. To ta 1 A rea 
_ j_J_ _ ft. Req. Work Area 
87.8sq.ft. 
__ B___L_a sq. ft. 
Counter(equiv. frontage} I 2 Y2.ft. Windows: Max. Width ___ .6~ft. 
SCORE _l__f) Q__ % of F 1 oor A rea 2.5 • q 
Storage LIMITED 
a'- o'' 
0 
'THIS aAf.IC PL AM l!i 
NO'T R.lC.OMME.NOI.D 
FOR. LIM I'T ED KI'TC.MUt 
_, 
~ ~~.-•.. .--I ~D 
Total Wall Storage 
- ------- ft. 
Tota 1 Base Storage ___ ft. 
Counter( equ i v. fran tage} _ __ ft. 
SCORE 
52 
Total Area 
Req. Work Area 
______ sq. ft. 
___ sq. ft. 
Windows: Max. Width __________ ft. 
% of Floor Area _ _ _ _ 
SMALL HOMES COUNCIL 
KITCHEN PLAN NIH G STUDY 
VARIATIONS 
ror< ALL PLANS 
elt£VE2S.EO PLAN 
.~E~R.IGER.ATO~ t>002 
~INC.l.D LUT ~ltll. 
FOR PLAN A ONLY 
• SINIC A<4AINS1 INTE2.10R 
P~2.TITION ~EQUII2ES 
C~P.NC.£. IN WINDOW 
\.Oc.tqiON 
SHEET NO. -------=2=-=3::;_ 
A S S EM B l Y T Y P E UN EQUAL -lJ., -8' w un. 
BASIC PLAN 
Storage Ll BERAL 
0 
. 
(1' 
Total Wall Storage 
Total Base Storage 
l OY2ft. Total Area 
1 3Y2. ft. Req c Work Area 
__ q_9_ _ sqo ft. 
9 __ ~ sq. fto 
Counter(equiv o frontage) 14Y~fL Windows: Max.Width ~Y2.fL 
SCORE 100 % of Floor Area 2.3.0 
Storage MEDIUM 
Total Wall Storage S~fL Total Area 
Tota I Base Storage I I fL Req. Work Area B \.8sq. fL 
Counter(equiv.frontage) 12Y2ft. Windows: Max oWidth t6Y2.fL 
SCORE I 0 0 % of F 1 oor A rea 2.5.9 
Storage L1 M I TED 
0 
Total Wa 11 Storage 7%ftc Total Area 83. 3sq ofL 
Tota 1 Base Storage 10 ft. Req. Work Area 7 ] . 3 sq. ft. 
Counter(equiv . frontage) 12 ft. Windows: Max aWidth "Y2.ft. 
SC ORE 87 % of Floor Area Z.Z·3 
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SMALL HOMES COUNCIL 
KITCHEN PLANNING STUDY 
VARIATIONS 
FOR All PLANS 
B 
eiH.V~25ED PL~N 
• R.EFR.IGE.2AT02 DOO~ 
\-41NC.E.D l.EW:T S\DE 
B 
• SINK ~G~\NIST INTI~l-10~ 
P~2TIT\Ot.l ~i.QU\Q.!.S 
CH~Nca IN WINDOW 
LOC.A.TlON 
SHEET N0. _____ .3!!!!1~4-=-
AssEMBL v rvPE UNEQUlL .. u .. -·o·w•ot 
BASIC PLAN 
Storage Ll BERAL 
10'• c.t'' 
• 
0 
0 
Total Wa 11 Storage 10 Jt. Total Area \05 sq" ft~ 
Total Base Storage l ~~ft. Reqo Work Area 99 sq. fto 
Counter(equivofrontage) l ~}2 _fto Windows: Max. Width Z }2 fto 
SCORE 
Storage 
0 
0 
MEDIUM 
Total Wall Storage 
Tota 1 Base Storage 
I_Q__Q _ _ % of Floor Area 
q•- S" I 
p -
___9__fta Tota 1 Area 
I I fto Req. Work Area 
2.5.0 
92.5sqcft. 
8~.Ssq.ft. 
Counter( equ i v. frontage )___LZ._!'t__ft. Windows: Max. Width 7 ~ft. 
SCORE !_QQ ____ _ % of F 1 oor A rea 2..6.+ 
Storage LIMITED 
0 
0 
Total Wall Storage 
Total Base Storage 
e'· o" 
[EJ 
D 
TI-ll'- BASIC:. PL~N I~ 
NO'T R.!.C:.OMM!.NDED 
fOR. LIM\TE.D K\lCHi,N. 
____ ft. Total Area ___ sq. ft. 
___ sq. ft. ___ ft. Req. Work Area 
Counter( equ i v. frontage ) ____ ft. Windows: Max.Width__ ___ ft. 
SCORE % of Floor Area ___ _ 
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SMALL HOMES COUNCIL 
Kl TCHEN PLANNING STUDY 
VARIATIONS 
FOR All PLANS 
• "-l.VIIl5&.1> PL.A.M 
•IUJA.IGI.IlATOQ 1>00~ 
HI ... C:I.D L&JT Stl>& 
J=OR All PlANS 
51 t N OTt. OM R.A N<e~ 
PO $'T' OM- ~HltT NO.~ 
SHEET NO. ____ ___,_l...__5 ___ 
ASSE~1BL Y TYPE UNE.QuAtU.''.a~"''wtc£ 
BASIC PLAN 
Storage LIBERAL 
14'- (0'' 
co 
Total Wall Storage _ q•/.z.ft. Total Area 
Tota 1 Base Storage _1__3_~_z. ft. Req o Work A rea I 03 sq. ft. 
Counter(equiv ofrontage)_ ___ l_ ~-- ft. Windows: Max.Width 7~ift. 
SCORE 7_!3.___ ~ of F 1 oor A rea 2. I • 3 
Storage MEDIUM 
s'l.' .. o'' 
I 
(() 
Total Wall Storage 
Tota 1 Base Storage I l ft. 
Counter( equ i v. frontage~ __ I 3 __ .ft. 
SCORE qo 
Storage LIM I TED 
Total Area 
Req. Work A rea 
~ sq.ft. 
8 7 sq. ft. 
Windows: Max.WidtiL ____ ~ ft. 
% of Floor Area 2.0.6 . 
I q'- (Q .. I ft.-IV 
IJ 
l 
d) t/t 
I 
I 
cD 
Total Wall Storage _ _ 7"----'ft. Tota 1 Area 
Tota 1 Base Storage S~.aft. Req. Work Area '72. sq. ft. 
Counter(equiv.frontage) II ft. Windows: Max.Width 5 ft. 
SCORE __ _BQ __ _ % of F 1 oo r A rea 2.1 • 7 
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BROKEN-"U" ASSEMBLY 
The broken-"U" is made up of an "L"-shaped assembly section plus a straight section opposite a 
leg of the "L". The break in the assembly is caused by the location of a door. 
Floor Area 
The width of the isolated work center in the broken-"U" determines the amount of floor area re-
quired for the assembly. In a wide broken-uu", there is no extra space for special equipment and 
activities. The room must be extended in order to provide for these. 
Doors 
In the broken-uU" assemblies, there are many variations in the location and direction of the swing 
of doors. The planner should therefore give special attention to the placement and hinging of doors to 
avoid interference with cabinets or appliances. 
Window Area 
Adequate window area (in most cases, about 20 per cent of the total floor area) is possible in all 
the basic plans shown. 
Work Centers 
One work center in a broken-' 'U" arrangement is necessarily isolated from the others and is planned 
as a complete center which meets the storage requirements for an individual center (see page 11). 
The sequence of centers is interrupted. When the sink center is isolated, there is difficulty in 
locating the dinnerware cabinets so that they are convenient to it. 
Distances Between Appliances 
The distances between appliances depend upon the width of the broken- "U". In all broken- "U" 
arrangements, traffic crosses the work triangle. 
Counters 
Counters provided by base cabinets are not continuous but are usually adequate. In broken-"U" 
plans where the sink center is separate from the rest of the assembly, additional counter beyond that 
provided by base cabinet requirements is needed. 
Wall Cabinet Installations 
Adequate wall space is available for storage cabinet requirements. In a few plans there is space 
for a utility cabinet, or for extra wall and base cabinets. 
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SMALL HOMES COUNCIL 
KITCHEN PLANNING STUDY 
VARIATIONS 
r012 All PLANS 
eR£VER.SEO Pl~N 
• ~E I= RIC.tRA'TOR.. 0002 
._.INC.E.D LUl $IDE. 
FOR ~ll PlANS 
DOOR. AT "')('' MUST 
$WIN<4 OU'T TO AVOlD 
INT£"-F'IR..E.NCI: WlT~ 
~PPLl-'NC.t.S OR. 
C"&lN&.,!t. 
SHEET NO. _____ ....::::~~I~"=-
ASSEMBLY TYPE __ ~6_2_o_~_tN __ -_ .. U~·· 
BAS I C PLAN 
Storage LIBERAL 
II'- 0" 
0 
Total Wall Storage 
Total Base Storage 
I O~ft. 
, +~ft. 
Counter(equiv. frontage) I 3 Yzft. 
SCORE ~_9_L __ 
Storage MEDIUM 
X 
Total Area BB sq.ft~ 
Req. Work Area as- sq.ft. 
Windows: Max.Width '-7ft. 
% of Floor Area 2.5 .q 
r· 
10'-C." 
0 
Co 
X 
Total Wall Storage qYzft. Total Area 84 sq.ft. 
Tota 1 Base Storage I l ft. 
Counter( equ i v. frontage )._J_ o1zft. 
SCORE _9__5 __ _ 
Storage LIM I TED 
Req. Work Area ~~sq. ft. 
Windows: Max.Width 4 ft. 
% of Floor Area 16.7 
10'- o" ~~ 
: 
0 
I (X) 
Tota 1 Wa 11 Storage X ft. Total Area so sq.ft. 
Tota 1 Base Storage 8 V2.ft. Req. Work Area "" sq.ft. 
Counter( eq u i v. frontage )_ &Y2ft. Windows: Max.Width__ ~Y2ft. 
SCORE as % of Floor Area I 5.3 
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SMALL HOMES COUNCIL 
Kl TCHEN PLANNING STUDY 
VARIATIONS 
FOI2 ALL PLANS 
• R.EVE2~l0 PLAN 
• ~lS:2.1C.l2AT02 POOI2 
I-IINC..E.D '-.EFT SIOf. 
Storage LIBERAL 
r 
J 
Total Wall Storage 
Total Base Storage 
SHEET NO. 2. 7 
ASSEMBLY TYPE BI2.0KlN- "U" 
BASIC PLAN 
.4·- 0" I 
R. ~v . D' 
~Jt. Total Area 
__L_3_~ft. Req . Work Area 
1 1 9 sq . ft. 
_1_1_4___ s q • f t Q 
Counter( eq u i v . frontage )_L4_Y2. ft . Windows: Max. Width '=' :t4ft . 
SCORE 72 % of Floor Area I q.8 
Storage MEDIUM 
I 3' · CD ·• 
0 
10 
Total Wall Storage _ _ti_ft . 
Tota 1 Base Storage \ '2 ~ft. 
Counter( equ i v. frontage )__L_a~ft. 
SCORE _77 
Storage LIMITED 
: 
J 
·' 
,... 
Total Wall Storage 
Tota 1 Base Storage I 0 !4ft. 
Counter(equiv. frontage) I 2 ft. 
SCORE 72. 
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a 
I 
~ 
Total Area \08 _sq.ft. 
Req. Work Area __ Lo..s:_sq. ft. 
Windows: Max.Width 6Y4fto 
% of Floor Area 2.0.3 
Total Area -~.8 sq. ft. 
Req. Work Area 9 3 sq. ft. 
Windows: Max.Width 5~+ft. 
% of Floor Area 2.1. 3 
SMALL HOMES COUNCIL 
KITCHEN PLAN NIH G STUDY 
VARIATIONS 
~0~ ALL PLANS 
eREVE~~tO PL~)..I 
·~EJ.R.IC..t.R.ATOR. OOorz 
~\NC..lO llJ.T !>tOE 
SHEET N0. ____ --=2:........=8~ 
ASSEMBLY TYPE 
BASIC PLAN 
Storage Ll BERAL 
I 4'· ~·· 
' 0 
C) 
0 
Total Wall Storage 
Total Base Storage 
1 O~.ft, 
~ft. 
Coun te r(eq u i v" frontage )_1_4 {z. f to 
SCORE _u_ __ 
Storage MEDIUM 
Tota 1 Area \ I (p sq. ft. 
Reqc Work Area I OG, sq. ft. 
Windows: Max.Width lD~ftc 
% of Floor Area 2.0.3 
14-'- 0" 
:I 
0 
cQ J IJ 
0 • 
Total Wall Storage 
Total Base Storage 
48" 
D·lt·~V 
q~ft. 
''2. ~ft. 
Counter(equiv. frontage) I ?>Yzft. 
SCORE 8 2. 
Storage LIMITED 
a'-~" C.TR.· 
ONLY 
Total Area I 1 2 sq. ft. 
Req. Work Area I 0 I sq. ft. 
Windows: Max. Width ~~ft. 
% of Floor Area aq.6 
I~ •- <." 
0 
! 
. 
0 
Total Wall Storage 2~ft. 
Tota 1 Base Storage 1 o}4 ft. 
Counter(equiv. frontage) 1 2 ft. 
SCORE __:!__5_ 
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1'·._" CTil. 
ONLV 
Total Area toe sq.ft. 
Req. Work Area _____!i.5 _ aq. ft. 
Windows: Max. Width 5 %ft. 
% of Floor Area 18.5 
SMALL HOMES COUKCIL 
KITCHEN PLANNING STUDY 
VARIATIONS 
f012 ALL PLANS 
• Ji!.[VtR.StD PLA.N 
• R.~F R.\~ .. ll~TOit OOOit. 
~INC4l'D Li.\'ol SIDI. 
SHEET MO. 2 q 
BASIC PLAN 
Storage Ll BERAL 
15'· 0 " 
Tota 1 Wall Storage 1 o~ft. Total Area I l z. . s-sq.ft~ 
Tota 1 Base Storage ~ft. Req. Work A rea lOS sq. ft. 
Counter( eq u i v . frontage) I Z ~ft. Windows: Max. Width S Yz ft. 
SCORE 84 
-- --·--
% of Floor Area 17.1 
Storage MEDIUM 
14'- 0" 
0 
Total Wall Storage 
Total Base Storage 
-~ft. 
l l ~t.ft. 
Counter( equ i v. frontage ).._u_ ft. 
SCORE -~ _1_ _ 
Storage LIMITED 
Total Area 9S sq.ft. 
Req. Work Area qt. sq.ft. 
Windows: Max.Width 4- ft. 
% of Floor Area 14-.3 
I '2.'- Co'' 
" . .., 
Tota 1 Wa 11 Storage 7 ft. Total Area BI.S.sq.ft. 
Total Base Storage 9 ft. Req. Work Area 81 sq. ft. 
Counter(equiv.frontage) 9 ft. Windows: Max. Width 3 ft. 
SCORE .... :LCL __ ·- % of F 1 oo r A rea I ~~9 
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SEPARATE CENTERS 
In laying out kitchen equipment in a room which has many openings, it sometimes becomes neces-
sary to isolate more than one center. 
In such cases, each center must be planned as a complete unit which meets the storage requirements 
for an individual center and provides all the necessary counter space. 
An assembly made up of isolated centers is not to be recommended because (1) traffic cuts through 
the work triangle; (2) difficulty is encountered in locating dinnerware cabinets near the sink; (3) the 
advantages of continuous counter and multiple use of such counter are lost; (4) more cabinets are 
needed to meet requirements than when centers are combined; and (5) the swing of doors is likely to 
interfere with appliances and cabinets. 
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SMALL HOMES COUNCIL 
KITCHEN PLANNING STUDY 
VARIATIONS 
J='OQ. ALL PLA.N5 
SHEET NO. _____ _.IL-0=-
ASSEMBLy TYPE SI.PARA.Ti- C:lNT1R. 
BASIC PLAN 
Storage LIBERAL 
12'.(.," 
X 
• 
Total Wall Storage l o ft. Total Area I O<P. 3 sq. ft. 
Total Base Storage ' 3)4ft. 
Counter(equiv. frontage) 1 2Y2fto 
SCORE ___,_7=-5 _ _ 
Storage MEDIUM 
0 
·' 
• 
Total wa II Storage 9Y2.fto 
Tota I Base Storage I ~~ft. 
Counter( equ i v. frontage) _ L2 ~ft. 
SCORE 8<.? ____ 
Storage LIM I TED 
Req. Work A rea 1 o<.. 3 sq. ft. 
Windows: Max. Width !>'/2. ft. 
% of Floor Area •· 5 
X 
Total Area 9Gt sq c ft. 
Req. Work Area 9" sq. ft. 
Windows: Max. Width 3 ft .. 
% of Floor Area 1 o.q 
DOOR. AT "X" MUST Tota 1 Wa 11 Storage 
_ __.7~ft. Tota I Area _9.2__sq. ft. 
~WING OUT To AVOID 
INTUl.FER.E.N'E. WI,.H Tota I Base Storage I oY, ft. Req. Work Area 9 2. sq. ft. 
APPLIANCE.& OR. 
CA&,NE.T$. Counter( eq u i v. frontage )_ J _O ~ft. Windows: Max. Width 3}2 ft. 
SCORE · 70 % of Floor Area I 3.3 
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INDEX OF BASIC ROOM TYPES 
The plans are indexed on the following pages according to "basic room types." This index is 
included to help designers find the best assembly for a specific room with fixed, or predetermined, con-
ditions of door and window openings. 
Since doors and windows influence the arrangement of equipment so strongly, they are the determi-
ning factors in classifying rectangular rooms into basic types. These types consist of various combi-
nations of door and window locations. 
F ollowin
4
g are examples of a few basic types: 
w Do 
D 
D W q 
HOW TO USE THE INDEX 
-- one door at end; one window wall opposite. 
--one door long side; two window walls, 
opposite and adjacent to door. 
-- two doors at opposite ends; one window wall 
on long side. 
-- two doors adjacent sides; one window wall 
on long side opposite door. 
-- two doors on opposite long sides; one window 
wall on long side. 
The index is composed of four columns. The first shows a diagram of the basic room type giving 
the relationship of the doors and windows to the rest of the room. It does not show the exact location 
of the doors or windows on the walls. Adjustments may be made in the location of an individual ~oor 
or window for a specific kitchen. 
The other three columns give index information for liberal CcA"), medium CcB") and limited C cc") 
kitchens. Sheet numbers and room dimensions are listed. A "(v)" after the sheet number indicates 
that the plan referred to is a variation on the sheet and not a basic plan. 
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Example: 
Given a rectangular kitchen area approx-
imately 8 1 x 12' with two doors on adjacent 
walls, one leading to the dining area (on the 
8-foot wall) and one to a utility room (on the 
12-foot wall). The latter door needs to be 
placed near the exterior wall because of the 
location of heating equipment. A window 
must be placed on the 12-foot wall. The 
house is being built for a family of 5 and 
liberal-ample storage (liberal kitchen) is 
specified. 
The basic room type 
(Page 69) indicates that 
DOw 
D 
Exterior Door 
l 
Wall avai I able for 
door to uti I ity room 
~ ~ I I ~ II 
Uti I ity Room :1 It .. 
Kitchen : : II II 
II 
II Approx. : : 
Wall avai I able 
for windows 0 Heating 1 
Equip. 
8'-0" X 12'-0" II ------1 
II 
II 
0 II II II II 
Wall available for~=== =1 
door to dining space 
Dining 
there are four plans in the column for liberal kitchens (Column A) which require 8' x 12' or less and 
which meet door and window requirements. These are shown on Sheets 3, 20 (v), 21 and 26. 
The plan on Sheet 3 is corridor-shaped; Sheets 20 (v) and 21, nu"; and Sheet 26, broken-ttU". 
Plan A, Sheet 3 is possible if the door to the . utility room does not interfere with the door leading 
from the utility room to the outdoors. 
Plans A on Sheets 20 (v) and 21 are eliminated because the door on the long wall is placed near 
the interior wall instead of the exter-ior wall as specified. 
PIan A on Sheet 26 is desirable. This meets all the conditions specified and requires an area 
8' x 11' -- one foot shorter than the area available. Space adjustment can be made by increasing the 
amount of cabinets or by reducing the room length if the structure permits. 
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INDEX TO PLANS BY ROOM TYPE 
ROOM TYPE A - LIBERAL KITCHENS B - MEDIUM KITCHENS C - LIMITED KITCHENS 
Sheet Sheet Sheet 
No. Room dimensions No. Room dimensions No. Room dimensions 
oOw 1 (v) S X ]Q 15 S X S-9 1 (v) S X S-6 15 S X ]Q 1 (v) S X 9-3 19 S X 9-3 
19 8 X 11-6 19 S X 10-3 20 S X 9-9 
20 S X 11-6 20 S X 1 Q-3 21 (v) S X 10 
21 (v) S X 11-6 21 (v) S X 10-6 2 (v) S X 10-6 
2 (v) S X 11-9 2 (v) S X 11 3 (v) S X ]Q-6 
3 (v) S X 11-9 3 (v) S X 11 Sa S X 11-6 
Sa S X 16 30 S X 12 30 S X 11-6 
30 S-6 X 12-6 Sa S X 13-6 23 9 X 9-3 
16 9 X 9-6 22 9 X 9-9 1 Oa (v) 9 X 10 
22 9 X 11 23 9 X 9-9 17 (v) 9-9 X 10 
23 9 X 11 lOa 9 X 12·6 
1 Oo 9 X 15 24 (v) 9-3 X 10 
24 ]Q X 10-6 12a 10 X 11-6 
12a 10 X 14 
13 12 X 12 
14 12 X 12 
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ROOM TYPE A- LIBERAL KITCHENS B - MEDIUM KITCHENS C - LIMITED KITCHENS 
Sheet Sheet Sheet 
No. Room dimensions No. Room dimensions No. Room dimensions 
LJ 4 6 X 19 4 6 X J6-6 4 6 X 14 5 7 X 17 18 6-9 X 12 29 6-6 X 12-6 6 7 X 17 29 7 X 14 17 6-9 X 10 D 
29 7-6 X 15 5 7 X 14·6 16 7x9 
26 8 X 11 6 7 X 14-6 5 7 X 12 
20 (v) 8 X 11-6 17 7-9 X lQ 6 7 X 12 
21 8 X 11-6 20 (v) 8 X 10-3 15 7-6 X 8 
3 8 X 11-9 21 8 X 10-6 20 (v) 8 X 9-9 
18 8 X 12 26 8 X 10-6 21 8 X 10 
28 8 X 14-6 3 8 X 11 26 8 X 10 
7 8 X 16 7 8 X 13-6 3 8 X 10-6 
8 8 X 16 8 8 X 13-6 7 8 X 11 
25 8-6 X 14-6 28 8 X 14 8 8 X 1 1 
17 9 X 10 16 8-3 X 9 28 8 X 13-6 
22 (v) 9 X 11 25 8-6 X 12-0 25 8-6 X 9-6 
23 (v) 9 X 11 22 (v) 9 X 9-9 9 9 X 10 
16a 9 X 12-9 16a 9 X 11-6 10 9 X 10 
9 9 X 15 9 9 X 12-6 16a 9 X 10-3 
10 9 X 15 10 9 X 12-6 
24 (v) lQ X 10-6 24 9-3 X 10 
11 10 X 14 13 9-6 X 12 
12 10 X 14 14 9-6 X 12 
13 12 X 12 11 lOx 11-6 
14 12 X 12 12 10 X 11-6 
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ROOM TYPE A- LIBERAL KITCHENS B - MEDIUM KITCHENS C - LIMITED KITCHENS 
Sheet Sheet Sheet 
No. Room dimensions No. Room dimensions No. Room dimensions 
Ow 19 S X 11-6 19 S X 10-3 17 (v) 6-9 X 10 20 S X 11-6 20 S X 10-3 16a 7-3 X 9 
D 21 (v) S X 11-6 21 (v) 8 X 10-6 27 7-6 X 12-6 
2 (v) S X 11-9 2 (v) S X 11 19 S X 9-3 
3 (v) S X 11-9 3 ( v) S X 11 20 S X 9-9 
15 S X 13 15 S X 11-9 21 (v) S X 10 
Sa S X 16 30 8 X 12 2 (v) S X 10-6 
30 S-6 X 12-6 Sa 8 X 13-6 3 (v) S X 10-6 
27 S-6 X 14 27 S X 13-6 15 S X 10-6 
22 9 X 11 16a S-6 X 9 Sa B X 11-6 
23 9 X 11 22 9 X 9-9 30 8 X 11-6 
16 9 X 12-6 23 9 X 9-9 23 9 X 9-3 
lOa 9 X 15 16 9 X 11-3 10a(v) 9 X 10 
24 10 X 10-6 lOa 9 X 12-6 16 9 X 10 
17 10 X 12 24 (v) 9-3 X 10 
12a 10 X 14 17 10 X 10-9 
13 12 X 12 12a 10 X 11-6 
14 12 X 12 
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ROOM TYPE A - LIBERAL KITCHENS B- MEDIUM KITCHENS C - LIMITED KITCHENS 
Sheet Sheet Sheet 
No. Room dimensions No. Room dimensions No. Room dimensions 
oLJ 4 6 X 19 4 6 X 16-6 4 6 X 14 5 7 X 17 5 7 X 14-6 5 7 X 12 
6 7 X 17 6 7 X 14-6 6 7 X 12 
8 X 10 15 (v) 8 X 8-9 1 8 X 8-6 
15 (v) 8 X 10 1 8 X 9-3 20 (v) 8 X 9-9 
26 8 X 11 20 (v) 8 X 10-3 21 8 X 10 
20 (v) 8 X 11-6 21 8 X 10-6 26 8 X 10 
21 8 X 11-6 26 8 X 10-6 2 8 X 10-6 
2 8 X 11-9 2 8 X ll 3 8 X 10-6 
3 8 X 11-9 3 8 X 11 7 8 X 11 
28 8 X 14-6 7 8 X 13-6 8 8 X 1 1 
7 8 X 16 8 8 X 13-6 28 8 X 13-6 
8 8 X 16 28 8 X 14 25 8-6 X 9-6 
25 8-6 X 14-6 25 8-6 X 12 9 9 X 10 
16 (v) 9 X 9-6 22 (v) 9 X 9-9 10 9 X 10 
16a 9 X 9-9 9 9 X 12-6 17 9-9 X 10 
22 (v) 9 X 11 10 9 X 12-6 
23 (v) 9 X 11 24 9-3 X 10 
9 9 X 15 13 9-6 X 12 
10 9 X 15 14 9-6 X 12 
24 (v) 10 X 10-6 18 9-9 X 12 
11 10 X 14 11 lOx 11-6 
12 10 X 14 12 10 X 11-6 
18 11 X 12 
13 12 X 12 
14 12 X 12 
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ROOM TYPE A - Ll BERAL KITCHENS B -MEDI.UM KITCHENS C - LIMITED KITCHENS 
Sheet Sheet Sheet 
No. Room dimensions No. Room dimensions No. Room dimensions 
oO 4 6 X 19 4 6 X 16-6 4 6 X 14 5 7 X 17 5 7 X 14•6 5 7 X 12 
D 6 7 X ·1J 6 7 X 14-6 6 7 X 12 
26 8 X 11 20 (v) 8 X 10-3 20 (v) 8 X 9-9 
20 (v) 8 X 11·6 21 8 X 10-6 21 8 X 10 
21 8 X ll-6 26 8 X 10-6 26 8 X 10 
3 8 X 11-9 3 8 X 11 3 8 X 10·6 
15 (v) 8 X 13 15 (v) 8 X 11-9 15 (v) 8 X 10·6 
28 8 X 14-6 7 8 X 13-6 7 8 X 11 
7 8 X 16 8 8 X 13·6 8 8 X 11 
8 8 X 16 28 8 X 14 28 8 X 13-6 
25 8-6 X 14·6 25 8-6 X 12 25 8-6 X 9-6 
22 (v) 9 X 11 22 (v) 9 X 9-9 9 9 X 10 
23 (v) 9 X 11 16 {v) 9 X 11-3 10 9 X 10 
16 {v) 9 X 12-6 16a 9 X ll-6 16 (v} 9 X 10 
16a 9 X 12-9 9 9 X 12-6 16a 9 X 10-3 
9 9 X 15 10 9 X 12·6 17 9-9 X 10 
10 9 X 15 24 9-3 X 10 
24 {v) 10 X 10·6 13 9·6 X 12 
17 {v) 10 X 12 14 9·6 X 12 
11 10 X 14 18 9-9 X 12 
12 10 X 14 17 (v} 10 X 10-9 
18 11 X 12 11 10 X 11-6 
13 12 X 12 12 10 X 11-6 
14 12 X 12 
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ROOM TYPE A- LIBERAL KITCHENS B- MEDIUM KITCHENS C - LIMITED KITCHENS 
Sheet Sheet Sheet 
No. Room dimensions No. Room dimensions No. Room dimensions 
o[:lw 19 8 X 11-6 19 8 X ]Q-3 19 8 X 9-3 
20 8 X 11-6 20 8 X 10-3 20 8 X 9-9 
D 
21 (v) 8 X 11-6 21 (v) 8 X 10-6 21 (v) 8 X 10 
2 (v) 8 X 11-9 2 (v) 8 X 11 2 (v) 8 X 10-6 
3 (v) 8 X ll-9 3 (v) 8 X 11 3 (v) 8 X 10-6 
15 8 X 13 15 8 X 11-9 15 8 X 10-6 
8a 8 X 16 30 8 X 12 8a 8 X 11-6 
30 8-6 X 12-6 8a 8 X 13-6 30 8 X 11-6 
22 9 X ]] 22 9 X 9-9 23 9 X 9-3 
23 9 X 11 23 9 X 9-9 1 Oa(v) 9 X 10 
16 9 X 12-6 16 9 X 11-3 16 9 X 10 
lOa 9 X 15 lOa 9 X 12-6 17 (v) 9-9 X 10 
24 10 X 10-6 24 (v) 9-3 X 10 
17 10 X 12 17 10 X 10-9 
12a ]Q X 14 12a 10 X 11-6 
13 12 X 12 
14 12 X 12 
LJw 15 8 X 13 15 8 X 11-9 27 7-6 X 12-6 30 8-6 X 12-6 30 8 X 12 15 8 X 10-6 
D 27 8-6 X 14 27 8 X 13-6 30 8 X 11-6 
16 9 X 12-6 16 9 X 11-3 16 9 X 10 
17 10 X 12 17 10 X 10-9 
w 1 8 X 10 8 X 9-3 8 X 8-6 
oCJo 2 8 X 11-9 2 8 X 11 26 8 X 10 
3 8 X 11-9 3 8 X 11 2 8 X 10-6 
18 11 X 12 18 9-9 X 12 3 8 X 10-6 
17 9-9 X 10 
o[J~ 17 (v) 9-9 X 10 
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ROOM TYPE A· LIBERAL KITCHENS B - MEDIUM KITCHENS C ·LIMITED KITCHENS 
Sheet Sheet Sheet 
No. Room dimensions No. Room dimensions No. Room dimensions 
fj 29 7•6 X 15 29 7 X 14 29 6·6 X 12·6 15 (v) 8 X 13 15 (v) 8 X 11·9 15 (v) 8 X 10·6 
D 28 8 X 14-6 28 8 X 14 28 8 X 13·6 
16 (v) 9 X 12·6 16 (v) 9 X 11·3 16 (v) 9 X 10 
16a 9 X 12·9 16a 9 X 11-6 16a 9 X 10·3 
17 (v) 10 X 12 17 (v) 10 X 10-9 
~D 17 (v) 9-9 X 10 
D 
otJ 2 8 X 11·9 2 8 X 11 2 8 X 10-6 15 (v) 8 X 13 15 (v) 8 X 11-9 15 (v) 8 X 10·6 
16 (v) 9 X 12-6 16 (v) 9 X 11-3 16 (v) 9 X 10 
16a 9 X 12-9 16a 9 X 11·6 16a 9 X 10-3 
17 (v) 10 X 12 17 (v) 10 X 10-9 
DQ 2 8 X 11-9 2 8 X 11 2 8 X 10-6 28 8 X 14-6 28 8 X 14 28 8 X 13·6 
otJw 15 8 X 13 15 8 X 11·9 15 8 X 10-6 30 8-6 X 12-6 30 8 X 12 30 8 X 11-6 
D 16 9 X 12-6 16 9 X 11•3 16 9 X 10 
17 10 X 12 17 10 X 10-9 
or:Jo 18 11 X 12 18 9-9 X 12 17 9-9 X 10 
D 
oU 15 (v) 8 X 13 15 (v) 8 X 11·9 15 (v) 8 X 10-6 16 (v) 9 X 12-6 16 (v) 9 X 11·3 16 (v) 9 X 10 16a 9 X 12-9 16a 9 X 11-6 16a 9 X 10·3 D 
17 ( v) 10 X 12 17 (v) 10 X 10-9 
~oD 17 (v) 9-9 X 10 
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HOW TO SCORE A KITCHEN PLAN 
This scorin~ sheet, based on recommended planning principles, has been devised by the Small 
Homes Council as a guide for judging kitchen designs. The standards are adaptable to any kitchen in 
a small house using factory·made storage cabinets. 
The efficiency of a design can be determined by evaluating the various parts of the kitchen. In 
order to make fair judgments, two facts must be recognized: (1) that some planning faults are more 
serious than others, and (2) that one error may either reduce or increase the seriousness of another. 
The points assigned to each factor below have been weighted accordingly. 
PART I 
Find Your Score From the Tables 
at Left, and Enter Points Here 
A. STORAGE 
1. Total base cabinet frontage (including undersink cabinet and range*) ----- feet. 
Base Frontage 
Points 
below 8'-6" 
0 
8'-6"to 10'-11" 11'-0"to 13'-6" over 13'-6" 
20 25 20 
BONUS If you have less than 81/2-ft. base frontage, but sufficient space is available to add cabinets 
to bring the total up to 81/2 feet, score 5 points. 
2. Total wall cabinet frontage, including dinnerware 
over the refrigerator or ov.er the range.) 
----- feet. (Do not include cabinets 
Wall Frontage 
Points 
below 5'-0" 
0 
5'-0" to 6'-11'; 
10 
7'-0" to 8'-5" 8'-6" to 14'-0" over 14'-0" 
20 25 20 
BONUS If you have less than 7-ft. frontage, and there is room to add cabinets to bring the total 
up to 7 feet, score an additional 5 points. 
B. COUNTER 
1. Length of continuous counter adjacent to the refrigerator ----- feet. 
No. feet 
Points 
below 1'-3" 
0 
1'-3" or more 
4 
2. Length of continuous counter to right of sink bowlt _____ feet. 
No. feet 
Points 
below 2'-6" 
0 
2'-6" to 2'-11" 3'- O" or more 
3 4 
3. Length of continuous counter to left of sink bowlt _____ feet. 
No. feet 
Points 
below 2'-0" 
0 
2'-0"to 2'-5" 2'- 6" or more 
3 4 
4. Length of continuous counter adjacent to the range _____ feet. 
No. feet 
Points 
below 1'-6" 
0 
1'-6" to 1'-11" 2'-0" or more 
4 
5. Length of continuous counter for mixing at any point in kitchen _____ feet. 
No. feet 
Points 
below 3'-0" 
0 
3'-0" or more 
4 
BONUS If counter is less than 3 feet but a table is conveniently located for mixing, score 4 points. 
6. Total amount of counter in kitchen feet. 
No. feet 
Points 
below 6'-6" 
0 
6'-6" to 7'-5" 
3 
7'-6" to 8'-5" 
7 
72 
8'- 6" or more 
10 
Point• 
C. DISTANCES BETWEEN APPLIANCES (Work Triangle} 
1. Distance between center front of sink and center front of range----- feet. 
No. feet 
Points 
below 3'-0" 
0 
3'-0" to 3'-11" 
2 
4'-0" to 6'-0" 6'-1" to 8'-0" over 8'-0" 
5 2 0 
2. Distance between center front of sink and center front of refrigerator----- feet. 
No. feet 
Points 
below 3'-0" 
0 
3'-0"to 3'-11" 
2 
4'-0" to 7'-0" 7'-1" to 9'-0" over 9'-0" 
5 2 0 
3. Distance between center front of range and center front of refrigerator ----- feet. 
No. feet 
Points 
below 4'-0" 4'-0" to 9'-0" 9 1-1 11 to 11'-0" over 11'-0" 
0 5 2 0 
4. Sum of the distances between the three appliances (work triangle) -----feet. 
No. feet 
Points 
below 12'-0" 12'-0" to 20'-0" 20'-1" to 22'-0" over 22'-0" 
0 5 2 0 
TOTAL SCORE FOR PART I 
• Include only the storage section of the range and only if this section has a 2-shelf or 2-drower storage section, 15 to 18 inches wide. 
t Assuming kitchen assembly is based on a right-handed sequence and dishwoshing is done by hand. 
PART II 
The features below are undesirable, thus the score must be subtracted from that of Part I. 
1. If there is less than 42 inches of wall cabinets within 6 feet of the center front of the sink, subtract 
10 points. 
2. If there is ' no counter next to the opening side of the refrigerator door, subtract 5 points. 
3. If there is no counter adjacent to at least one side of the range, subtract 5 points. 
4. If there is no counter or drainboard on one side of sink bowl, subtract 10 points; if there is no 
counter or drainboard at either side, subtract 25 points. 
5. If all three of the appliances- sink, range, refrigerator (together with their adjacent counters and 
cabinets) -are isolated from each other, subtract 10 points. 
6. If the clearance between any cabinets or appliances opposite each other is less than 4'-0'', subtract 
5 points. 
7. If there are cabinets (not continuous) against two adjacent walls, and the traffic clearance between 
them is less than 3'-0", subtract 5 points for each instance of this. 
8. If dining table and chairs in the kitchen project into the working area (free floor area) or interfere 
with recommended clearances (see No. 6 and No. 7 above), subtract 5 points. 
9. If traffic through the kitchen crosses. the work triangle, subtract 5 points. 
10. If there are more than two doors in the kitchen (this does not include closet doors), subtract 2 points 
for the third door; 10 points for each door over three. 
11. For each door that swings against the front of a cabinet or appliance, subtract 10 points. 
12. If the total window area (width times height-if no height is indicated, assume 42 inches) ia not . 
more than 10% of the total floor area of the kitchen, subtract 10 points. 
13. If neither the sink nor a stretch of counter is lighted directly by a window, subtract 10 points. 
14. If cabinets extend into a comer alongside the end of the range or the refrigerator, subtract 10 points. 
15. If there is an indirect route from the kitchen to the dining area, subtract 5 points; to the service area, 
2 points. 
16. When an actual kitchen is being scored instead of a plan, subtract an additional 10 points if the wall 
cabinets are more than 15 inches above the counters of the base cabinets and the top shelf of the wall 
cabinets is higher than 72 inches from the floor. 
NOTES • 1. A score of 100 does not Indicate perfection 
• • • i.e., distances between appliances sometimes 
produce a lower score for liberal kitchens than for 
medium kitchens which ore smaller. The lib-
eral kitchens, however, ore more desirable be-
cause they have more storage space. 
2. The maximum score which can be obtained 
using minimum storage requirements is 90 points, 
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TOTAL SCORE FOR PART II 
Subtract Part II score from 
Part I score 
FINAL SCORE 
Rating : below 50 - extremely poor 
50-65 -poor 
65-80 -fair 
80-90 -good 
90-100 - excellent 
